CHAPTER I - ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE
A. The Early Cases

EVERSON v. BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE TOWNSHIP OF EWING
330 U.S. 1 (1947)
MR. JUSTICE BLACK delivered the opinion of the Court.
A New Jersey statute authorizes its local school districts to make rules and contracts for
the transportation of children to and from schools. The appellee, a township board of
education, acting pursuant to this statute, authorized reimbursement to parents of money
expended by them for the bus transportation of their children on regular busses operated by
the public transportation system. Part of this money was for the payment of transportation of
some children in the community to Catholic parochial schools. These church schools give
their students, in addition to secular education, regular religious instruction conforming to the
religious tenets and modes of worship of the Catholic Faith. The superintendent of these
schools is a Catholic priest.
The appellant, in his capacity as a district taxpayer, filed suit in a state court challenging
the right of the Board to reimburse parents of parochial school students. He contended that the
statute and the resolution passed pursuant to it violated both the State and the Federal
Constitutions. That court held that the legislature was without power to authorize such
payment under the state constitution. The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals reversed,
holding that neither the statute nor the resolution passed pursuant to it was in conflict with the
State constitution or the provisions of the Federal Constitution in issue.
The New Jersey statute is challenged as a "law respecting an establishment of religion."
The First Amendment, as made applicable to the states by the Fourteenth, commands that a
state "shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof." These words of the First Amendment reflected in the minds of early
Americans a vivid mental picture of conditions and practices which they fervently wished to
stamp out in order to preserve liberty for themselves and for their posterity. Doubtless their
goal has not been entirely reached; but so far has the Nation moved toward it that the
expression "law respecting an establishment of religion," probably does not so vividly remind
present-day Americans of the evils, fears, and political problems that caused that expression
to be written into our Bill of Rights. Whether this New Jersey law is one respecting an
"establishment of religion" requires an understanding of the meaning of that language,
particularly with respect to the imposition of taxes. Once again, therefore, it is not
inappropriate briefly to review the background and environment of the period in which that
constitutional language was fashioned and adopted.
A large proportion of the early settlers of this country came here from Europe to escape
the bondage of laws which compelled them to support and attend government-favored
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churches. The centuries immediately before and contemporaneous with the colonization of
America had been filled with turmoil, civil strife, and persecutions, generated in large part by
established sects determined to maintain their absolute political and religious supremacy.
With the power of government supporting them, at various times and places, Catholics had
persecuted Protestants, Protestants had persecuted Catholics, Protestant sects had persecuted
other Protestant sects, Catholics of one shade of belief had persecuted Catholics of another
shade of belief, and all of these had from time to time persecuted Jews. In efforts to force
loyalty to whatever religious group happened to be on top and in league with the government
of a particular time and place, men and women had been fined, cast in jail, cruelly tortured,
and killed. Among the offenses for which these punishments had been inflicted were such
things as speaking disrespectfully of the views of ministers of government-established
churches, non-attendance at those churches, expressions of non-belief in their doctrines, and
failure to pay taxes and tithes to support them.
These practices of the old world were transplanted to and began to thrive in the soil of the
new America. The very charters granted by the English Crown to the individuals and
companies designated to make the laws which would control the destinies of the colonials
authorized these individuals and companies to erect religious establishments which all,
whether believers or non-believers, would be required to support and attend. An exercise of
this authority was accompanied by a repetition of many of the old-world practices and
persecutions. Catholics found themselves hounded and proscribed because of their faith;
Quakers who followed their conscience went to jail; Baptists were peculiarly obnoxious to
certain dominant Protestant sects; men and women of varied faiths who happened to be in a
minority in a particular locality were persecuted because they steadfastly persisted in
worshiping God only as their own consciences dictated. And all of these dissenters were
compelled to pay tithes and taxes to support government-sponsored churches whose ministers
preached inflammatory sermons designed to strengthen and consolidate the established faith
by generating a burning hatred against dissenters.
These practices became so commonplace as to shock the freedom-loving colonials into a
feeling of abhorrence. The imposition of taxes to pay ministers' salaries and to build and
maintain churches and church property aroused their indignation. It was these feelings which
found expression in the First Amendment. No one locality and no one group throughout the
Colonies can rightly be given entire credit for having aroused the sentiment that culminated in
adoption of the Bill of Rights' provisions embracing religious liberty. But Virginia, where the
established church had achieved a dominant influence in political affairs and where many
excesses attracted wide public attention, provided a great stimulus and able leadership for the
movement. The people there, as elsewhere, reached the conviction that individual religious
liberty could be achieved best under a government which was stripped of all power to tax, to
support, or otherwise to assist any or all religions, or to interfere with the beliefs of any
religious individual or group.
The movement toward this end reached its dramatic climax in Virginia in 1785-86 when
the Virginia legislative body was about to renew Virginia's tax levy for the support of the
established church. Thomas Jefferson and James Madison led the fight against this tax.
Madison wrote his great Memorial and Remonstrance against the law. In it, he eloquently
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argued that a true religion did not need the support of law; that no person, either believer or
non-believer, should be taxed to support a religious institution of any kind; that the best
interest of a society required that the minds of men always be wholly free; and that cruel
persecutions were the inevitable result of government-established religions. Madison's
Remonstrance received strong support throughout Virginia, and the Assembly postponed
consideration of the proposed tax measure until its next session. When the proposal came up
for consideration at that session, it not only died in committee, but the Assembly enacted the
famous "Virginia Bill for Religious Liberty" originally written by Thomas Jefferson. The
preamble to that Bill stated among other things that
"Almighty God hath created the mind free; that all attempts to influence it by
temporal punishments or burthens, or by civil incapacitations, tend only to beget
habits of hypocrisy and meanness, and are a departure from the plan of the Holy
author of our religion, who being Lord both of body and mind, yet chose not to
propagate it by coercions on either . . .; that to compel a man to furnish contributions
of money for the propagation of opinions which he disbelieves, is sinful and
tyrannical; that even the forcing him to support this or that teacher of his own
religious persuasion, is depriving him of the comfortable liberty of giving his
contributions to the particular pastor, whose morals he would make his pattern . . . ."
And the statute itself enacted
"That no man shall be compelled to frequent or support any religious worship, place,
or ministry whatsoever, nor shall be enforced, restrained, molested, or burthened in
his body or goods, nor shall otherwise suffer on account of his religious opinions or
belief . . . ."
This Court has previously recognized that the provisions of the First Amendment, in the
drafting and adoption of which Madison and Jefferson played such leading roles, had the
same objective and were intended to provide the same protection against governmental
intrusion on religious liberty as the Virginia statute. Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145,
164 (1878). Prior to the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, the First Amendment did not
apply as a restraint against the states. Most of them did soon provide similar constitutional
protections for religious liberty. But some states persisted for about half a century in imposing
restraints upon the free exercise of religion and in discriminating against particular religious
groups. In recent years, so far as the provision against the establishment of a religion is
concerned, the question has most frequently arisen in connection with proposed state aid to
church schools and efforts to carry on religious teachings in the public schools in accordance
with the tenets of a particular sect. Some churches have either sought or accepted state
financial support for their schools. Here again the efforts to obtain state aid or acceptance of it
have not been limited to any one particular faith. The state courts, in the main, have remained
faithful to the language of their own constitutional provisions designed to protect religious
freedom and to separate religions and governments. Their decisions, however, show the
difficulty in drawing the line between tax legislation which provides funds for the welfare of
the general public and that which is designed to support institutions which teach religion.
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The meaning and scope of the First Amendment, preventing establishment of religion or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof, in the light of its history and the evils it was designed
forever to suppress, have been several times elaborated by the decisions of this Court in its
decisions concerning an individual's religious freedom rendered since the Fourteenth
Amendment was interpreted to make the prohibitions of the First applicable to state action
abridging religious freedom. There is every reason to give the same application and broad
interpretation to the "establishment of religion" clause.
The "establishment of religion" clause of the First Amendment means at least this: Neither
a state nor the Federal Government can set up a church. Neither can pass laws which aid one
religion, aid all religions, or prefer one religion over another. Neither can force nor influence
a person to go to or to remain away from church against his will or force him to profess a
belief or disbelief in any religion. No person can be punished for entertaining or professing
religious beliefs or disbeliefs, for church attendance or non-attendance. No tax in any amount,
large or small, can be levied to support any religious activities or institutions, whatever they
may be called, or whatever form they may adopt to teach or practice religion. Neither a state
nor the Federal Government can, openly or secretly, participate in the affairs of any religious
organizations or groups and vice versa. In the words of Jefferson, the clause against
establishment of religion by law was intended to erect "a wall of separation between church
and State." Reynolds v. United States, supra at 164.
We must consider the New Jersey statute in accordance with the foregoing limitations
imposed by the First Amendment. But we must not strike that state statute down if it is within
the State's constitutional power even though it approaches the verge of that power. New
Jersey cannot consistently with the "establishment of religion" clause of the First Amendment
contribute tax-raised funds to the support of an institution which teaches the tenets and faith
of any church. On the other hand, other language of the amendment commands that New
Jersey cannot hamper its citizens in the free exercise of their own religion. Consequently, it
cannot exclude individual Catholics, Lutherans, Mohammedans, Baptists, Jews, Methodists,
Non-believers, Presbyterians, or the members of any other faith, because of their faith, or lack
of it, from receiving the benefits of public welfare legislation. While we do not mean to
intimate that a state could not provide transportation only to children attending public schools,
we must be careful, in protecting the citizens of New Jersey against state-established
churches, to be sure that we do not inadvertently prohibit New Jersey from extending its
general state law benefits to all its citizens without regard to their religious belief.
Measured by these standards, we cannot say that the First Amendment prohibits New
Jersey from spending tax-raised funds to pay the bus fares of parochial school pupils as a part
of a general program under which it pays the fares of pupils attending public and other
schools. It is undoubtedly true that children are helped to get to church schools. There is even
a possibility that some of the children might not be sent to the church schools if the parents
were compelled to pay their children's bus fares out of their own pockets when transportation
to a public school would have been paid for by the State. The same possibility exists where
the state requires a local transit company to provide reduced fares to school children including
those attending parochial schools, or where a municipally owned transportation system
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undertakes to carry all school children free of charge. Moreover, state-paid policemen,
detailed to protect children going to and from church schools from the very real hazards of
traffic, would serve much the same purpose and accomplish much the same result as state
provisions intended to guarantee free transportation of a kind which the state deems to be best
for the school children's welfare. And parents might refuse to risk their children to the serious
danger of traffic accidents going to and from parochial schools, the approaches to which were
not protected by policemen. Similarly, parents might be reluctant to permit their children to
attend schools which the state had cut off from such general government services as ordinary
police and fire protection, connections for sewage disposal, public highways and sidewalks.
Of course, cutting off church schools from these services, so separate and so indisputably
marked off from the religious function, would make it far more difficult for the schools to
operate. But such is obviously not the purpose of the First Amendment. That Amendment
requires the state to be a neutral in its relations with groups of religious believers and nonbelievers; it does not require the state to be their adversary. State power is no more to be used
so as to handicap religions than it is to favor them.
This Court has said that parents may, in the discharge of their duty under state compulsory
education laws, send their children to a religious rather than a public school if the school
meets the secular educational requirements which the state has power to impose. It appears
that these parochial schools meet New Jersey's requirements. The State contributes no money
to the schools. It does not support them. Its legislation, as applied, does no more than provide
a general program to help parents get their children, regardless of their religion, safely and
expeditiously to and from accredited schools.
The First Amendment has erected a wall between church and state. That wall must be kept
high and impregnable. We could not approve the slightest breach. New Jersey has not
breached it here.
MR. JUSTICE JACKSON, dissenting.
The Court's opinion marshals every argument in favor of state aid and puts the case in its
most favorable light, but much of its reasoning confirms my conclusions that there are no
good grounds upon which to support the present legislation. In fact, the undertones of the
opinion, advocating complete and uncompromising separation of Church from State, seem
utterly discordant with its conclusion yielding support to their commingling in educational
matters. The case which irresistibly comes to mind as the most fitting precedent is that of
Julia who, according to Byron's reports, "whispering 'I will ne'er consent,' -- consented."
Whether the taxpayer constitutionally can be made to contribute aid to parents of students
because of their attendance at parochial schools depends upon the nature of those schools and
their relation to the Church. It is no exaggeration to say that the whole historic conflict in
temporal policy between the Catholic Church and non-Catholics comes to a focus in their
respective school policies. The Roman Catholic Church, counseled by experience in many
ages and many lands and with all sorts and conditions of men, takes what, from the viewpoint
of its own progress and the success of its mission, is a wise estimate of the importance of
education to religion. It does not leave the individual to pick up religion by chance. It relies
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on early and indelible indoctrination in the faith and order of the Church by the word and
example of persons consecrated to the task.
Our public school, if not a product of Protestantism, at least is more consistent with it than
with the Catholic culture and scheme of values. It is a relatively recent development dating
from about 1840. It is organized on the premise that secular education can be isolated from all
religious teaching so that the school can inculcate all needed temporal knowledge and also
maintain a strict and lofty neutrality as to religion. The assumption is that after the individual
has been instructed in worldly wisdom he will be better fitted to choose his religion. Whether
such a disjunction is possible, and if possible whether it is wise, are questions I need not try to
answer.
I should be surprised if any Catholic would deny that the parochial school is a vital, if not
the most vital, part of the Roman Catholic Church. If put to the choice, that venerable
institution, I should expect, would forego its whole service for mature persons before it would
give up education of the young, and it would be a wise choice. Its growth and cohesion,
discipline and loyalty, spring from its schools. Catholic education is the rock on which the
whole structure rests, and to render tax aid to its Church school is indistinguishable to me
from rendering the same aid to the Church itself.
The Court's holding is that this taxpayer has no grievance because the state has decided to
make the reimbursement a public purpose and therefore we are bound to regard it as such. I
agree that this Court has left, and always should leave to each state, great latitude in deciding
for itself, in the light of its own conditions, what shall be public purposes in its scheme of
things. It may socialize utilities and economic enterprises and make taxpayers' business out of
what conventionally had been private business. It may make public business of individual
welfare, health, education, entertainment or security. But it cannot make public business of
religious worship or instruction, or of attendance at religious institutions of any character.
There is no answer to the proposition, more fully expounded by Mr. Justice Rutledge, that the
effect of the religious freedom Amendment to our Constitution was to take every form of
propagation of religion out of the realm of things which could directly or indirectly be made
public business and thereby be supported in whole or in part at taxpayers' expense. That is a
difference which the Constitution sets up between religion and almost every other subject
matter of legislation, a difference which goes to the very root of religious freedom and which
the Court is overlooking today. This freedom was first in the Bill of Rights because it was
first in the forefathers' minds; it was set forth in absolute terms, and its strength is its rigidity.
It was intended not only to keep the states' hands out of religion, but to keep religion's hands
off the state, and, above all, to keep bitter religious controversy out of public life by denying
to every denomination any advantage from getting control of public policy or the public
purse. Those great ends I cannot but think are immeasurably compromised by today's
decision.
This policy of our Federal Constitution has never been wholly pleasing to most religious
groups. They all are quick to invoke its protections; they all are irked when they feel its
restraints. This Court has gone a long way, if not an unreasonable way, to hold that public
business of such paramount importance as maintenance of public order, protection of the
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privacy of the home, and taxation may not be pursued by a state in a way that even indirectly
will interfere with religious proselyting.
But we cannot have it both ways. Religious teaching cannot be a private affair when the
state seeks to impose regulations which infringe on it indirectly, and a public affair when it
comes to taxing citizens of one faith to aid another, or those of no faith to aid all. If these
principles seem harsh in prohibiting aid to Catholic education, it must not be forgotten that it
is the same Constitution that alone assures Catholics the right to maintain these schools at all
when predominant local sentiment would forbid them. Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S.
510 (1925). Nor should I think that those who have done so well without this aid would want
to see this separation between Church and State broken down. If the state may aid these
religious schools, it may therefore regulate them. Many groups have sought aid from tax
funds only to find that it carried political controls with it.
But in any event, the great purposes of the Constitution do not depend on the approval or
convenience of those they restrain. I cannot read the history of the struggle to separate
political from ecclesiastical affairs, well summarized in the opinion of Mr. Justice Rutledge in
which I generally concur, without a conviction that the Court today is unconsciously giving
the clock's hands a backward turn.
MR. JUSTICE FRANKFURTER joins in this opinion.
MR. JUSTICE RUTLEDGE, with whom MR. JUSTICE FRANKFURTER, MR.
JUSTICE JACKSON and MR. JUSTICE BURTON agree, dissenting.
I.
Not simply an established church, but any law respecting an establishment of religion is
forbidden. The Amendment was broadly but not loosely phrased. It is the compact and exact
summation of its author's views formed during his long struggle for religious freedom. In
Madison's own words characterizing Jefferson's Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom, the
guaranty he put in our national charter, like the bill he piloted through the Virginia Assembly,
was "a Model of technical precision, and perspicuous brevity." Madison could not have
confused "church" and "religion," or "an established church" and "an establishment of
religion."
The Amendment's purpose was not to strike merely at the official establishment of a
single sect, creed or religion, outlawing only a formal relation such as had prevailed in
England and some of the colonies. Necessarily it was to uproot all such relationships. But the
object was broader than separating church and state in this narrow sense. It was to create a
complete and permanent separation of the spheres of religious activity and civil authority by
comprehensively forbidding every form of public aid or support for religion. In proof the
Amendment's wording and history unite with this Court's consistent utterances whenever
attention has been fixed directly upon the question.
"Religion" appears only once in the Amendment. But the word governs two prohibitions
and governs them alike. It does not have two meanings, one narrow to forbid "an
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establishment" and another, much broader, for securing "the free exercise thereof." "Thereof"
brings down "religion" with its entire and exact content, no more and no less, from the first
into the second guaranty, so that Congress and now the states are as broadly restricted
concerning the one as they are regarding the other.
[D]aily religious education commingled with secular is "religion" within the guaranty's
comprehensive scope. So are religious training and teaching in whatever form. The word
connotes the broadest content, determined not by the form or formality of the teaching or
where it occurs, but by its essential nature regardless of those details.
"Religion" has the same broad significance in the twin prohibition concerning "an
establishment." The Amendment was not duplicitous. "Religion" and "establishment" were
not used in any formal or technical sense. The prohibition broadly forbids state support,
financial or other, of religion in any guise, form or degree. It outlaws all use of public funds
for religious purposes.
II.
No provision of the Constitution is more closely tied to or given content by its generating
history than the religious clause of the First Amendment. It is at once the refined product and
the terse summation of that history. The history includes not only Madison's authorship and
the proceedings before the First Congress, but also the long and intensive struggle for
religious freedom in America, more especially in Virginia, of which the Amendment was the
direct culmination. In the documents of the times, particularly of Madison, who was leader in
the Virginia struggle before he became the Amendment's sponsor, but also in the writings of
Jefferson and others and in the issues which engendered them is to be found irrefutable
confirmation of the Amendment's sweeping content. For Madison, as also for Jefferson,
religious freedom was the crux of the struggle for freedom in general.
[D]uring all this time the fight for religious freedom moved forward in Virginia on various
fronts with growing intensity. Madison led throughout, against Patrick Henry's powerful
opposing leadership until Henry was elected governor in November, 1784. The climax came
in the legislative struggle of 1784-1785 over the Assessment Bill. This was nothing more nor
less than a taxing measure for the support of religion, designed to revive the payment of tithes
suspended since 1777. So long as it singled out a particular sect for preference it incurred the
active and general hostility of dissentient groups. It was broadened to include them, with the
result that some subsided temporarily in their opposition. As altered, the bill gave to each
taxpayer the privilege of designating which church should receive his share of the tax. In
default of designation the legislature applied it to pious uses. But what is of the utmost
significance here, "in its final form the bill left the taxpayer the option of giving his tax to
education."
Madison was unyielding at all times, opposing with all his vigor the general and
nondiscriminatory as he had the earlier particular and discriminatory assessments proposed.
The modified Assessment Bill passed second reading in December, 1784, and was all but
enacted. Madison and his followers, however, maneuvered deferment of final consideration
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until November, 1785. And before the Assembly reconvened in the fall he issued his historic
Memorial and Remonstrance.
This is Madison's complete, though not his only, interpretation of religious liberty. It is a
broadside attack upon all forms of "establishment" of religion, both general and particular,
nondiscriminatory or selective. Reflecting not only the many legislative conflicts over the
Assessment Bill and the Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom but also, for example, the
struggles for religious incorporations and the continued maintenance of the glebes, the
Remonstrance is at once the most concise and the most accurate statement of the views of the
First Amendment's author concerning what is "an establishment of religion."
The Remonstrance, stirring up a storm of popular protest, killed the Assessment Bill. It
collapsed in committee shortly before Christmas, 1785. With this, the way was cleared at last
for enactment of Jefferson's Bill for Establishing Religious Freedom. Madison promptly drove
it through in January of 1786, seven years from the time it was first introduced. This dual
victory substantially ended the fight over establishments, settling the issue against them.
The next year Madison became a member of the Constitutional Convention. Its work
done, he fought valiantly to secure the ratification of its great product in Virginia as
elsewhere, and nowhere else more effectively. Madison was certain in his own mind that
under the Constitution "there is not a shadow of right in the general government to
intermeddle with religion" and that "this subject is, for the honor of America, perfectly free
and unshackled. The government has no jurisdiction over it ...." Nevertheless he pledged that
he would work for a Bill of Rights, including a specific guaranty of religious freedom, and
Virginia, with other states, ratified the Constitution on this assurance.
Ratification thus accomplished, Madison was sent to the first Congress. There he went at
once about performing his pledge to establish freedom for the nation as he had done in
Virginia. Within a little more than three years from his legislative victory at home he had
proposed and secured the submission and ratification of the First Amendment as the first
article of our Bill of Rights.
All the great instruments of the Virginia struggle for religious liberty thus became warp
and woof of our constitutional tradition, not simply by the course of history, but by the
common unifying force of Madison's life, thought and sponsorship. He epitomized the whole
of that tradition in the Amendment's compact, but nonetheless comprehensive, phrasing.
As the Remonstrance discloses throughout, Madison opposed every form and degree of
official relation between religion and civil authority. For him religion was a wholly private
matter beyond the scope of civil power either to restrain or to support. With Jefferson,
Madison believed that to tolerate any fragment of establishment would be by so much to
perpetuate restraint upon that freedom. Hence he sought to tear out the institution not
partially but root and branch, and to bar its return forever. In no phase was he more
unrelentingly absolute than in opposing state support or aid by taxation. Not even "three
pence" contribution was thus to be exacted from any citizen for such a purpose.
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In view of this history no further proof is needed that the Amendment forbids any
appropriation, large or small, from public funds to aid or support any and all religious
exercises.
III.
Does New Jersey's action furnish support for religion by use of the taxing power?
Certainly it does, if the test remains undiluted as Jefferson and Madison made it, that money
taken by taxation from one is not to be used or given to support another's religious training or
belief, or indeed one's own. Today as then the furnishing of "contributions of money for the
propagation of opinions which he disbelieves" is the forbidden exaction; and the prohibition
is absolute for whatever measure brings that consequence and whatever amount may be
sought or given to that end.
New Jersey's action therefore exactly fits the type of exaction and the kind of evil at
which Madison and Jefferson struck. Under the test they framed it cannot be said that the cost
of transportation is no part of the cost of education or of the religious instruction given. That
it is a substantial and a necessary element is shown most plainly by the continuing and
increasing demand for the state to assume it. Nor is there pretense that it relates only to the
secular instruction given in religious schools or that any attempt is or could be made toward
allocating proportional shares as between the secular and the religious instruction. It is
precisely because the instruction is religious and relates to a particular faith, whether one or
another, that parents send their children to religious schools. And the very purpose of the
state's contribution is to defray the cost of conveying the pupil to the place where he will
receive not simply secular, but also and primarily religious, teaching and guidance.
Indeed the view is sincerely avowed by many of various faiths, that the basic purpose of
all education is or should be religious, that the secular cannot be and should not be separated
from the religious phase and emphasis. Hence, the inadequacy of public or secular education
and the necessity for sending the child to a school where religion is taught. But whatever may
be the philosophy or its justification, there is undeniably an admixture of religious with
secular teaching in all such institutions. That is the very reason for their being. Certainly for
purposes of constitutionality we cannot contradict the whole basis of the ethical and
educational convictions of people who believe in religious schooling.
Yet this very admixture is what was disestablished when the First Amendment forbade
"an establishment of religion." Commingling the religious with the secular teaching does not
divest the whole of its religious permeation and emphasis or make them of minor part, if
proportion were material. Indeed, on any other view, the constitutional prohibition always
could be brought to naught by adding a modicum of the secular.
Finally, transportation, where it is needed, is as essential to education as any other
element. Its cost is as much a part of the total expense, except at times in amount, as the cost
of textbooks, of school lunches, of athletic equipment, of writing and other materials; indeed
of all other items composing the total burden.
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For me, therefore, the feat is impossible to select so indispensable an item from the
composite of total costs, and characterize it as not aiding, contributing to, promoting or
sustaining the propagation of beliefs which it is the very end of all to bring about. Unless this
can be maintained, and the Court does not maintain it, the aid thus given is outlawed.
Payment of transportation is no more, nor is it any the less essential to education, whether
religious or secular, than payment for tuitions, for teachers' salaries, for buildings, equipment
and necessary materials.
IV.
But we are told that the New Jersey statute is valid in its present application because the
appropriation is for a public, not a private purpose, namely, the promotion of education, and
the majority accept this idea in the conclusion that all we have here is "public welfare
legislation."
Of course paying the cost of transportation promotes the general cause of education and
the welfare of the individual. So does paying all other items of educational expense. These
things are beside the real question. They have no possible materiality except to obscure the
all-pervading, inescapable issue. Stripped of its religious phase, the case presents no
substantial federal question. The public function argument, by casting the issue in terms of
promoting the general cause of education and the welfare of the individual, ignores the
religious factor and its essential connection with the transportation, thereby leaving out the
only vital element in the case.
[E]ducation which includes religious training and teaching, and its support, have been
made matters of private right and function, not public, by the very terms of the First
Amendment. That is the effect not only in its guaranty of religion's free exercise, but also in
the prohibition of establishments. It was on this basis of the private character of the function
of religious education that this Court held parents entitled to send their children to private,
religious schools. Now it declares in effect that the appropriation of public funds to defray
part of the cost of attending those schools is for a public purpose. If so, I do not understand
why the state cannot go farther or why this case approaches the verge of its power.
Our constitutional policy is exactly the opposite. It does not deny the value or the
necessity for religious training, teaching or observance. Rather it secures their free exercise.
But to that end it does deny that the state can undertake or sustain them in any form or degree.
For this reason the sphere of religious activity, as distinguished from the secular intellectual
liberties, has been given the twofold protection and, as the state cannot forbid, neither can it
perform or aid in performing the religious function. The dual prohibition makes that function
altogether private. It cannot be made a public one by legislative act. This was the very heart of
Madison's Remonstrance, as it is of the Amendment itself.
Legislatures are free to make, and courts to sustain, appropriations only when it can be
found that in fact they do not aid, promote, encourage or sustain religious teaching or
observances, be the amount large or small. No such finding has been or could be made in this
case. The Amendment has removed this form of promoting the public welfare from legislative
and judicial competence to make a public function. It is exclusively a private affair.
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The reasons underlying the Amendment's policy have not vanished with time or
diminished in force. Now as when it was adopted the price of religious freedom is double. It
is that the church and religion shall live both within and upon that freedom. There cannot be
freedom of religion, safeguarded by the state, and intervention by the church or its agencies in
the state's domain or dependency on its largesse. Public money devoted to payment of
religious costs, educational or other, brings the quest for more. It brings too the struggle of
sect against sect for the larger share or for any. Here one by numbers alone will benefit most,
there another. That is precisely the history of societies which have had an established religion
and dissident groups. It is the very thing Jefferson and Madison experienced and sought to
guard against, whether in its blunt or in its more screened forms. The end of such strife cannot
be other than to destroy the cherished liberty. The dominating group will achieve the
dominant benefit; or all will embroil the state in their dissensions.
V.
No one conscious of religious values can be unsympathetic toward the burden which our
constitutional separation puts on parents who desire religious instruction mixed with secular
for their children. They pay taxes for others' children's education, at the same time the added
cost of instruction for their own. Nor can one happily see benefits denied to children which
others receive, because in conscience they or their parents for them desire a different kind of
training others do not demand.
But if those feelings should prevail, there would be an end to our historic constitutional
policy and command. No more unjust or discriminatory in fact is it to deny attendants at
religious schools the cost of their transportation than it is to deny them tuitions, sustenance for
their teachers, or any other educational expense which others receive at public cost. Hardship
in fact there is which none can blink. But, for assuring to those who undergo it the greater, the
most comprehensive freedom, it is one written by design and firm intent into our basic law.
Of course discrimination in the legal sense does not exist. The child attending the
religious school has the same right as any other to attend the public school. But he foregoes
exercising it because the same guaranty which assures this freedom forbids the public school
or any agency of the state to give or aid him in securing the religious instruction he seeks.
Were he to accept the common school, he would be the first to protest the teaching there
of any creed or faith not his own. And it is precisely for the reason that their atmosphere is
wholly secular that children are not sent to public schools. But that is a constitutional
necessity, because we have staked the very existence of our country on the faith that complete
separation between the state and religion is best for the state and best for religion.
That policy necessarily entails hardship upon persons who forego the right to educational
advantages the state can supply in order to secure others it is precluded from giving. Indeed
this may hamper the parent and the child forced by conscience to that choice. But it does not
make the state unneutral to withhold what the Constitution forbids it to give. On the contrary
it is only by observing the prohibition rigidly that the state can maintain its neutrality and
avoid partisanship in the dissensions inevitable when sect opposes sect over demands for
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public moneys to further religious education, teaching or training in any form or degree,
directly or indirectly.
The problem then cannot be cast in terms of legal discrimination or its absence. This
would be true, even though the state in giving aid should treat all religious instruction alike.
Thus, if the present statute and its application were shown to apply equally to all religious
schools of whatever faith, yet in the light of our tradition it could not stand. For then the
adherent of one creed still would pay for the support of another, the childless taxpayer with
others more fortunate. Then too there would seem to be no bar to making appropriations for
transportation and other expenses of children attending public or other secular schools, after
hours in separate places and classes for their exclusively religious instruction. The person
who embraces no creed also would be forced to pay for teaching what he does not believe.
Again, it was the furnishing of "contributions of money for the propagation of opinions which
he disbelieves" that the fathers outlawed. That consequence and effect are not removed by
multiplying to all-inclusiveness the sects for which support is exacted. The Constitution
requires, not comprehensive identification of state with religion, but complete separation.
Two great drives are constantly in motion to abridge, in the name of education, the
complete division of religion and civil authority which our forefathers made. One is to
introduce religious education and observances into the public schools. The other, to obtain
public funds for the aid and support of various private religious schools. In my opinion both
avenues were closed by the Constitution. Neither should be opened by this Court. The matter
is not one of quantity, to be measured by the amount of money expended. Now as in
Madison's day it is one of principle, to keep separate the separate spheres as the First
Amendment drew them; to prevent the first experiment upon our liberties; and to keep the
question from becoming entangled in corrosive precedents. We should not be less strict to
keep strong and untarnished the one side of the shield of religious freedom than we have been
of the other.
The judgment should be reversed.
[The dissents of Justices Jackson and Rutledge also argued that Ewing Township provided
for reimbursement only for transportation to public and Catholic schools. Justice Black’s
majority opinion did not address the question of discrimination among religions: “…nor is
there anything in this record which would offer the slightest support to an allegation that there
were any children in the township who attended or would have attended, but for want of
transportation, any but public or Catholic schools.” 330 U.S. at 4, n.2.]
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ILLINOIS EX REL. McCOLLUM v. BOARD OF
EDUCATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 71, CHAMPAIGN
COUNTY, ILLINOIS
333 U.S. 203 (1948)
MR. JUSTICE BLACK delivered the opinion of the Court.
The appellant, Vashti McCollum, began this action for mandamus against the Champaign
Board of Education in the Circuit Court of Champaign County, Illinois. Her asserted interest
was that of a resident and taxpayer of Champaign and of a parent whose child was then
enrolled in the Champaign public schools. Appellant's petition for mandamus alleged that
religious teachers, employed by private religious groups, were permitted to come weekly into
the school buildings during the regular hours set apart for secular teaching, and then and there
for a period of thirty minutes substitute their religious teaching for secular education. The
petitioner charged that this joint public-school religious-group program violated the First and
Fourteenth Amendments. The petition for mandamus was denied. On appeal the State
Supreme Court affirmed. Appellant appealed to this Court.
The following facts are shown by the record without dispute. In 1940 interested members
of the Jewish, Roman Catholic, and a few of the Protestant faiths formed a voluntary
association called the Champaign Council on Religious Education. They obtained permission
from the Board of Education to offer classes in religious instruction to public school pupils in
grades four to nine inclusive. Classes were made up of pupils whose parents signed printed
cards requesting that their children be permitted to attend; they were held weekly, thirty
minutes for the lower grades, forty-five minutes for the higher. The council employed the
religious teachers at no expense to the school authorities, but the instructors were subject to
the approval and supervision of the superintendent of schools. The classes were taught in
three separate religious groups by Protestant teachers, Catholic priests, and a Jewish rabbi,
although for the past several years there have been no classes instructed in the Jewish
religion. Classes were conducted in the regular classrooms of the school building. Students
who did not choose to take the religious instruction were not released from public school
duties; they were required to leave their classrooms and go to some other place in the school
building for pursuit of their secular studies. On the other hand, students who were released
from secular study for the religious instructions were required to be present at the religious
classes. Reports of their presence or absence were to be made to their secular teachers.
The foregoing facts show the use of tax-supported property for religious instruction and
the close cooperation between the school authorities and the religious council in promoting
religious education. The operation of the State's compulsory education system thus assists and
is integrated with the program of religious instruction carried on by separate religious sects.
Pupils compelled by law to go to school for secular education are released in part from their
legal duty upon the condition that they attend the religious classes. This is beyond all question
a utilization of the tax-established and tax-supported public school system to aid religious
groups to spread their faith. And it falls squarely under the ban of the First Amendment (made
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applicable to the States by the Fourteenth) as we interpreted it in Everson v. Board of
Education. The majority in the Everson case, and the minority agreed that the First
Amendment's language, properly interpreted, had erected a wall of separation between
Church and State. They disagreed as to the facts shown by the record and as to the proper
application of the First Amendment's language to those facts.
Recognizing that the Illinois program is barred by the First and Fourteenth Amendments
if we adhere to the views expressed both by the majority and the minority in the Everson case,
counsel for the respondents challenge those views as dicta and urge that we reconsider and
repudiate them. They argue that historically the First Amendment was intended to forbid only
government preference of one religion over another, not an impartial governmental assistance
of all religions. In addition they ask that we distinguish or overrule our holding in the Everson
case that the Fourteenth Amendment made the "establishment of religion" clause of the First
Amendment applicable as a prohibition against the States. After giving full consideration to
the arguments presented we are unable to accept either of these contentions.
To hold that a state cannot consistently with the First and Fourteenth Amendments utilize
its public school system to aid any or all religious faiths or sects in the dissemination of their
doctrines and ideals does not, as counsel urge, manifest a governmental hostility to religion or
religious teachings. A manifestation of such hostility would be at war with our national
tradition as embodied in the First Amendment's guaranty of the free exercise of religion. For
the First Amendment rests upon the premise that both religion and government can best work
to achieve their lofty aims if each is left free from the other within its respective sphere. Or, as
we said in the Everson case, the First Amendment has erected a wall between Church and
State which must be kept high and impregnable.
Here not only are the State's tax-supported public school buildings used for the
dissemination of religious doctrines. The State also affords sectarian groups an invaluable aid
in that it helps to provide pupils for their religious classes through use of the State's
compulsory public school machinery. This is not separation of Church and State.
MR. JUSTICE FRANKFURTER delivered the following opinion, in which MR.
JUSTICE JACKSON, MR. JUSTICE RUTLEDGE and MR. JUSTICE BURTON join.
We dissented in Everson v. Board of Education because in our view the Constitutional
principle requiring separation of Church and State compelled invalidation of the ordinance
sustained by the majority. Illinois has here authorized the commingling of sectarian with
secular instruction in the public schools. The Constitution of the United States forbids this.
This case, in the light of the Everson decision, demonstrates anew that the mere
formulation of a relevant Constitutional principle is the beginning of the solution of a
problem, not its answer. This is so because the meaning of a spacious conception like that of
the separation of Church from State is unfolded as appeal is made to the principle from case
to case. We are all agreed that the First and the Fourteenth Amendments have a secular reach
far more penetrating in the conduct of Government than merely to forbid an "established
church." But agreement, in the abstract, that the First Amendment was designed to erect a
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"wall of separation between church and State," does not preclude a clash of views as to what
the wall separates. We cannot illuminatingly apply the "wall-of-separation" metaphor until we
have considered the relevant history of religious education in America, the place of the
"released time" movement in that history, and its precise manifestation in the case before us.
To understand the particular program now before us, we must put this Champaign
program of 1940 in its historic setting. Traditionally, organized education in the Western
world was Church education. It could hardly be otherwise when the education of children was
primarily study of the Word and the ways of God. Even in the Protestant countries, where
there was a less close identification of Church and State, the basis of education was largely
the Bible, and its chief purpose inculcation of piety. To the extent that the State intervened, it
used its authority to further aims of the Church.
The emigrants who came to these shores brought this view of education with them.
Colonial schools certainly started with a religious orientation. The evolution of colonial
education, largely in the service of religion, into the public school system of today is the story
of changing conceptions regarding the American democratic society, of the functions of Statemaintained education in such a society, and of the role therein of the free exercise of religion
by the people. The modern public school derived from a philosophy of freedom reflected in
the First Amendment. It is appropriate to recall that the Remonstrance of James Madison, an
event basic in the history of religious liberty, was called forth by a proposal which involved
support to religious education. As the momentum for popular education increased and in turn
evoked strong claims for State support of religious education, contests not unlike that which
in Virginia had produced Madison's Remonstrance appeared in various forms in other States.
The upshot of these controversies, often long and fierce, is fairly summarized by saying that
long before the Fourteenth Amendment subjected the States to new limitations, the
prohibition of furtherance by the State of religious instruction became the guiding principle,
in law and feeling, of the American people.
Separation in the field of education, then, was not imposed upon unwilling States by force
of superior law. In this respect the Fourteenth Amendment merely reflected a principle then
dominant in our national life. To the extent that the Constitution thus made it binding upon
the States, the basis of the restriction is the whole experience of our people. Zealous
watchfulness against fusion of secular and religious activities by Government itself, through
any of its instruments but especially through its educational agencies, was the democratic
response of the American community to the particular needs of a young and growing nation,
unique in the composition of its people.
The establishment of this principle of Separation in the field of education was not due to
any decline in the religious beliefs of the people. The secular public school did not imply
indifference to the basic role of religion in the life of the people, nor rejection of religious
education as a means of fostering it. The claims of religion were not minimized by refusing to
make the public schools agencies for their assertion. The non-sectarian or secular public
school was the means of reconciling freedom in general with religious freedom. The sharp
confinement of the public schools to secular education was a recognition of the need of a
democratic society to educate its children, insofar as the State undertook to do so, in an
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atmosphere free from pressures in a realm in which pressures are most resisted and where
conflicts are most easily and most bitterly engendered. Designed to serve as perhaps the most
powerful agency for promoting cohesion among a heterogeneous democratic people, the
public school must keep scrupulously free from entanglement in the strife of sects. The
preservation of the community from divisive conflicts, of Government from irreconcilable
pressures by religious groups, of religion from censorship and coercion however subtly
exercised, requires strict confinement of the State to instruction other than religious, leaving
to the individual's church and home, indoctrination in the faith of his choice.
Enough has been said to indicate that we are dealing not with a full-blown principle, nor
one having the definiteness of a surveyor's metes and bounds. But by 1875 the separation of
public education from Church entanglements, of the State from the teaching of religion, was
firmly established in the consciousness of the nation. In that year President Grant made his
famous remarks to the Convention of the Army of the Tennessee:
"Encourage free schools, and resolve that not one dollar appropriated for their
support shall be appropriated to the support of any sectarian schools. Resolve that
neither the State nor nation, nor both combined, shall support institutions of
learning other than those sufficient to afford every child growing up in the land
the opportunity of a good common school education, unmixed with sectarian,
pagan, or atheistical dogmas. Leave the matter of religion to the family altar, the
church, and the private school, supported entirely by private contributions. Keep
the church and the state forever separate."
So strong was this conviction, that rather than rest on the comprehensive prohibitions of
the First and Fourteenth Amendments, President Grant urged that there be written into the
United States Constitution particular elaborations, including a specific prohibition against the
use of public funds for sectarian education, such as had been written into many State
constitutions. The extent to which this principle was deemed a presupposition of our
Constitutional system is strikingly illustrated by the fact that every State admitted into the
Union since 1876 was compelled by Congress to write into its constitution a requirement that
it maintain a school system "free from sectarian control."
Prohibition of the commingling of sectarian and secular instruction in the public school is
of course only half the story. A religious people was naturally concerned about the part of the
child's education entrusted "to the family altar, the church, and the private school." The
promotion of religious education took many forms. Laboring under financial difficulties and
exercising only persuasive authority, various denominations felt handicapped in their task of
religious education. Abortive attempts were therefore frequently made to obtain public funds
for religious schools. But the major efforts of religious inculcation were a recognition of the
principle of Separation by the establishment of church schools privately supported. These,
however, were often beset by serious handicaps, financial and otherwise, so that the religious
aims which they represented found other directions. There were experiments with vacation
schools, with Saturday as well as Sunday schools. They all fell short of their purpose. It was
urged that by appearing to make religion a one-day-a-week matter, the Sunday school, which
acquired national acceptance, tended to relegate the child's religious education, and thereby
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his religion, to a minor role not unlike the enforced piano lesson.
Out of these efforts evolved the week-day church school, held on one or more afternoons
a week after the close of the public school. But children continued to be children; they wanted
to play when school was out when other children were free to do so. Church leaders decided
that if the week-day church school was to succeed, a way had to be found to give the child his
religious education during what the child conceived to be his "business hours."
The initiation of the movement may fairly be attributed to Dr. George U. Wenner. The
underlying assumption of his proposal, made at the Interfaith Conference on Federation held
in 1905, was that the public school unduly monopolized the child's time and that the churches
were entitled to their share of it. This, the schools should "release." Accordingly, the
Federation urged that upon the request of their parents children be excused from public school
on Wednesday afternoon, so that the churches could provide "Sunday school on Wednesday."
This was to be carried out on church premises under church authority. Those not desiring to
attend church schools would continue their normal classes. Lest these public school classes
unfairly compete with the church education, it was requested that the school authorities
refrain from scheduling courses or activities of compelling interest or importance.
The proposal aroused considerable opposition and it took another decade for a "released
time" scheme to become part of a public school system. Gary, Indiana, inaugurated the
movement. From such a beginning "released time" has attained substantial proportions. In
1914-15, under the Gary program, 619 pupils left the public schools for the church schools
during one period a week. According to responsible figures almost 2,000,000 in some 2,200
communities participated in "released time" programs during 1947.
Of course, "released time" as a generalized conception, undefined by differentiating
particularities, is not an issue for Constitutional adjudication. Local programs differ from each
other in many and crucial respects. It is only when challenge is made to the share that the
public schools have in the execution of a particular "released time" program that close judicial
scrutiny is demanded of the exact relation between the religious instruction and the public
educational system in the specific situation before the Court.
The substantial differences among arrangements lumped together as "released time"
emphasize the importance of detailed analysis of the facts to which the Constitutional test of
Separation is to be applied. How does "released time" operate in Champaign? Public school
teachers distribute to their pupils cards supplied by church groups, so that the parents may
indicate whether they desire religious instruction for their children. For those desiring it,
religious classes are conducted in the regular classrooms of the public schools by teachers of
religion paid by the churches and appointed by them, but, as the State court found, "subject to
the approval and supervision of the superintendent." The courses do not profess to give
secular instruction in subjects concerning religion. Their candid purpose is sectarian teaching.
While a child can go to any of the religious classes offered, a particular sect wishing a teacher
for its devotees requires the permission of the school superintendent "who in turn will
determine whether or not it is practical for said group to teach in said school system." If no
provision is made for religious instruction in the particular faith of a child, or if for other
reasons the child is not enrolled in any of the offered classes, he is required to attend a regular
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school class, or a study period during which he is often left to his own devices. Reports of
attendance in the religious classes are submitted by the religious instructor to the school
authorities, and the child who fails to attend is presumably deemed a truant.
Religious education so conducted on school time and property is patently woven into the
working scheme of the school. The Champaign arrangement thus presents powerful elements
of inherent pressure by the school system in the interest of religious sects. The fact that this
power has not been used to discriminate is beside the point. Separation is a requirement to
abstain from fusing functions of Government and of religious sects, not merely to treat them
all equally. That a child is offered an alternative may reduce the constraint; it does not
eliminate the operation of influence by the school. The law of imitation operates, and nonconformity is not an outstanding characteristic of children. The result is an obvious pressure
upon children to attend. Again, while the Champaign school population represents only a
fraction of the more than two hundred and fifty sects of the nation, not even all the practicing
sects in Champaign are willing or able to provide religious instruction. The children
belonging to these non-participating sects will thus have inculcated in them a feeling of
separatism when the school should be the training ground for habits of community, or they
will have religious instruction in a faith which is not that of their parents. As a result, the
public school system of Champaign actively furthers inculcation in the religious tenets of
some faiths, and in the process sharpens the consciousness of religious differences. These are
consequences not amenable to statistics. But they are precisely the consequences against
which the Constitution was directed when it prohibited the Government from becoming
embroiled, however innocently, in the destructive religious conflicts of which the history of
even this country records some dark pages.
We do not consider, as indeed we could not, school programs not before us which, though
colloquially characterized as "released time," present situations differing in aspects that may
well be constitutionally crucial. Different forms which "released time" has taken during more
than thirty years of growth include programs which, like that before us, could not withstand
the test of the Constitution; others may be found unexceptionable. We do not now attempt to
weigh in the Constitutional scale every separate detail or various combination of factors
which may establish a valid "released time" program. We find that the basic Constitutional
principle of absolute Separation was violated when the State of Illinois, speaking through its
Supreme Court, sustained the school authorities of Champaign in sponsoring and effectively
furthering religious beliefs by its educational arrangement.
Separation means separation, not something less. Jefferson's metaphor in describing the
relation between Church and State speaks of a "wall of separation," not of a fine line easily
overstepped. The public school is at once the symbol of our democracy and the most
pervasive means for promoting our common destiny. In no activity of the State is it more vital
to keep out divisive forces than in its schools, to avoid confusing, not to say fusing, what the
Constitution sought to keep strictly apart. "The great American principle of eternal
separation" is one of the vital reliances of our Constitutional system for assuring unities
among our people stronger than our diversities. It is the Court's duty to enforce this principle
in its full integrity.
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We renew our conviction that "we have staked the very existence of our country on the
faith that complete separation between the state and religion is best for the state and best for
religion." Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. at 59. If nowhere else, in the relation
between Church and State, "good fences make good neighbors."
MR. JUSTICE JACKSON, concurring.
I join the opinion of MR. JUSTICE FRANKFURTER, and concur in the result reached by
the Court, but with these reservations.
This Court is directing the Illinois courts generally to sustain plaintiff's complaint without
laying down any standards to define the limits of the effect of our decision. While I agree that
the religious classes involved here go beyond permissible limits, I also think the complaint
demands more than plaintiff is entitled to have granted. So far as I can see this Court does not
tell the State court where it may stop, nor does it set up any standards by which the State court
may determine that question for itself.
The task of separating the secular from the religious in education is one of magnitude,
intricacy and delicacy. To lay down a sweeping constitutional doctrine applicable alike to all
school boards of the nation is to allow zeal for our own ideas of what is good in public
instruction to induce us to accept the role of a super board of education for every school
district in the nation.
It is idle to pretend that this task is one for which we can find in the Constitution one word
to help us as judges to decide where the secular ends and the sectarian begins in education.
Nor can we find guidance in any other legal source. It is a matter on which we can find no law
but our own prepossessions. If with no surer legal guidance we are to take up and decide
every variation of this controversy, we are likely to make the legal "wall of separation
between church and state" as winding as the famous serpentine wall designed by Mr.
Jefferson for the University he founded.
MR. JUSTICE REED, dissenting.
The decisions reversing the judgment of the Supreme Court of Illinois interpret the
prohibition of the First Amendment against the establishment of religion to forbid pupils of
the public schools electing, with the approval of their parents, courses in religious education.
As I am convinced that this interpretation of the First Amendment is erroneous, I feel
impelled to express the reasons for my disagreement. By directing attention to the many
instances of close association of church and state in American society and by recalling that
many of these relations are so much a part of our tradition and culture that they are accepted
without more, this dissent may help in an appraisal of the meaning of the clause of the First
Amendment concerning the establishment of religion and of the reasons which lead to the
approval or disapproval of the judgment below.
I find it difficult to extract from the opinions any conclusion as to what it is in the
Champaign plan that is unconstitutional. Is it the use of school buildings for religious
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instruction; the release of pupils by the schools for religious instruction during school hours;
the so-called assistance by teachers in handing out the request cards to pupils, in keeping lists
of them for release and records of their attendance; or the action of the principals in arranging
an opportunity for the classes and the appearance of the Council's instructors? None of the
reversing opinions say whether the purpose of the Champaign plan for religious instruction
during school hours is unconstitutional or whether it is some ingredient used in or omitted
from the formula that makes the plan unconstitutional.
From the tenor of the opinions I conclude that their teachings are that any use of a pupil's
school time, whether that use is on or off the school grounds, with the necessary school
regulations to facilitate attendance, falls under the ban. From the holding and the language of
the opinions, I can only deduce that religious instruction of public school children during
school hours is prohibited. The history of American education is against such an
interpretation of the First Amendment.
The phrase "an establishment of religion" may have been intended by Congress to be
aimed only at a state church. When the First Amendment was pending in Congress in
substantially its present form, "Mr. Madison said, he apprehended the meaning of the words
to be, that Congress should not establish a religion, and enforce the legal observation of it by
law, nor compel men to worship God in any manner contrary to their conscience." Passing
years, however, have brought about acceptance of a broader meaning, although never until
today, I believe, has this Court widened its interpretation to any such degree as holding that
recognition of the interest of our nation in religion, through the granting, to qualified
representatives of the principal faiths, of opportunity to present religion as an optional,
extracurricular subject during released school time in public school buildings, was equivalent
to an establishment of religion. A reading of the general statements of eminent statesmen of
former days will show that circumstances such as those in this case were far from the minds
of the authors.
Mr. Jefferson, as one of the founders of the University of Virginia, a school which from
its establishment in 1819 has been wholly governed, managed and controlled by the State of
Virginia, was faced with the same problem that is before this Court today: the question of the
constitutional limitation upon religious education in public schools. In his annual report as
Rector, to the President and Directors of the Literary Fund, dated October 7, 1822, Mr.
Jefferson set forth his views at some length. These suggestions of Mr. Jefferson were adopted
and ch. II, § 1, of the Regulations of the University of October 4, 1824, provided that:
"Should the religious sects of this State, or any of them, according to the
invitation held out to them, establish within, or adjacent to, the precincts of the
University, schools for instruction in the religion of their sect, the students of the
University will be free, and expected to attend religious worship at the
establishment of their respective sects, in the morning, and in time to meet their
school in the University at its stated hour."
Thus, the "wall of separation between church and State" that Mr. Jefferson built at the
University which he founded did not exclude religious education from that school. The
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difference between the generality of his statements on the separation of church and state and
the specificity of his conclusions on education are considerable. A rule of law should not be
drawn from a figure of speech.
Mr. Madison's Memorial and Remonstrance against Religious Assessments, relied upon
by the dissenting Justices in Everson, is not applicable here. Mr. Madison was one of the
principal opponents in the Virginia General Assembly of A Bill Establishing a Provision for
Teachers of the Christian Religion. The monies raised by the taxing section of that bill were
to be appropriated "by the Vestries, Elders, or Directors of each religious society, . . . to a
provision for a Minister or Teacher of the Gospel of their denomination, or the providing
places of divine worship, and to none other use whatsoever . . . ." The conclusive legislative
struggle over this act took place in the fall of 1785, before the adoption of the Bill of Rights.
The Remonstrance was instrumental in the final defeat of the act, which died in committee.
Throughout the Remonstrance, Mr. Madison speaks of the "establishment" sought to be
effected by the act. It is clear from its historical setting and its language that the
Remonstrance was a protest against an effort by Virginia to support Christian sects by
taxation. Issues similar to those raised by the instant case were not discussed.
This Court summarized the amendment's accepted reach into the religious field, as I
understand its scope, in Everson v. Board of Education. I agree, as there stated, that none of
our governmental entities can "set up a church." I agree that they cannot "aid" all or any
religions or prefer one "over another." But "aid" must be understood as a purposeful
assistance directly to the church itself or to some religious group or organization doing
religious work of such a character that it may fairly be said to be performing ecclesiastical
functions. "Prefer" must give an advantage to one "over another." I agree that pupils cannot
"be released in part from their legal duty" of school attendance upon condition that they
attend religious classes. But as Illinois has held that it is within the discretion of the School
Board to permit absence from school for religious instruction no legal duty of school
attendance is violated. If the sentence in the Court's opinion, concerning the pupils' release
from legal duty, is intended to mean that the Constitution forbids a school to excuse a pupil
from secular control during school hours to attend voluntarily a class in religious education,
whether in or out of school buildings, I disagree. Of course, no tax can be levied to support
organizations intended "to teach or practice religion." I agree too that the state cannot
influence one toward religion against his will or punish him for his beliefs. Champaign's
religious education course does none of these things.
It seems clear to me that the "aid" referred to by the Court in the Everson case could not
have been those incidental advantages that religious bodies, with other groups similarly
situated, obtain as a by-product of organized society. This explains the well-known fact that
all churches receive "aid" from government in the form of freedom from taxation. The
Everson decision itself justified the transportation of children to church schools by New
Jersey for safety reasons. It accords with Cochran v. Louisiana State Board of Education
where this Court upheld a free textbook statute of Louisiana against a charge that it aided
private schools on the ground that the books were for the education of the children, not to aid
religious schools. Likewise the National School Lunch Act aids all school children attending
tax-exempt schools. While obviously in these instances the respective churches, in a certain
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sense, were aided, this Court has never held that such "aid" was in violation of the First or
Fourteenth Amendment.
Well-recognized and long-established practices support the validity of the Illinois statute
here in question. That statute, as construed in this case, is comparable to those in many states.
All differ to some extent. In many states the program is under the supervision of a religious
council composed of delegates who are themselves communicants of various faiths. In some,
instruction is given outside of the school buildings; in others, within these buildings.
Metropolitan centers like New York usually would have available quarters convenient to
schools. Unless smaller cities and rural communities use the school building at times that do
not interfere with recitations, they may be compelled to give up religious education. I
understand that pupils not taking religious education usually are given other work of a secular
nature within the schools. Since all these states use the facilities of the schools to aid the
religious education to some extent, their desire to permit religious education to school
children is thwarted by this Court's judgment. Under it, as I understand its language, children
cannot be released or dismissed from school to attend classes in religion while other children
must remain to pursue secular education. Teachers cannot keep the records as to which pupils
are to be dismissed and which retained. To do so is said to be an "aid" in establishing religion;
the use of public money for religion.
The practices of the federal government offer many examples of this kind of "aid" by the
state to religion. The Congress of the United States has a chaplain for each House who daily
invokes divine blessings and guidance for the proceedings. The armed forces have
commissioned chaplains from early days. Under the Servicemen's Readjustment Act of 1944,
eligible veterans may receive training at government expense for the ministry in
denominational schools. The schools of the District of Columbia have opening exercises
which "include a reading from the Bible without note or comment, and the Lord's prayer."
In the United States Naval Academy and the United States Military Academy, schools
wholly supported and completely controlled by the federal government, there are a number of
religious activities. Chaplains are attached to both schools. Attendance at church services on
Sunday is compulsory at both the Military and Naval Academies. These facts indicate that
both schools since their earliest beginnings have maintained and enforced a pattern of
participation in formal worship.
With the general statements in the opinions concerning the constitutional requirement
that the nation and the states, by virtue of the First and Fourteenth Amendments, may "make
no law respecting an establishment of religion," I am in agreement. But, in the light of the
meaning given to those words by the precedents, customs, and practices which I have detailed
above, I cannot agree with the Court's conclusion that when pupils compelled by law to go to
school for secular education are released from school so as to attend the religious classes,
churches are unconstitutionally aided. The prohibition of enactments respecting the
establishment of religion do not bar every friendly gesture between church and state. This
Court cannot be too cautious in upsetting practices embedded in our society by many years of
experience. Devotion to the great principle of religious liberty should not lead us into a rigid
interpretation of the constitutional guarantee that conflicts with accepted habits of our people.
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ZORACH v. CLAUSON, CONSTITUTING THE BOARD
OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
343 U.S. 306 (1952)
MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS delivered the opinion of the Court.
New York City has a program which permits its public schools to release students during
the school day so that they may leave the school buildings and school grounds and go to
religious centers for religious instruction or devotional exercises. A student is released on
written request of his parents. Those not released stay in the classrooms. The churches make
weekly reports to the schools, sending a list of children who have been released from public
school but who have not reported for religious instruction.1
This "released time" program involves neither religious instruction in public school
classrooms nor the expenditure of public funds. All costs, including the application blanks,
are paid by the religious organizations. The case is therefore unlike McCollum v. Board of
Education which involved a "released time" program from Illinois. In that case the classrooms
were turned over to religious instructors. We accordingly held that the program violated the
First Amendment.
Appellants, who are taxpayers and residents of New York City and whose children attend

1

The New York City released time program is embodied in the following provisions:

(a) N. Y. Education Law, § 3210, subdiv. 1 (b), which provides that "Absence for religious
observance and education shall be permitted under rules that the commissioner shall establish."
(b) Regulations of the Commissioner of Education of the State of New York, Art. 17, § 154
(1 N. Y. Official Code Comp. 683), which provide for absence during school hours for religious
observance and education outside the school grounds, where conducted by or under the control
of a duly constituted religious body. Students must obtain written requests from their parents or
guardians to be excused for such training, and must register for the training and have a copy of
their registration filed with the public school authorities. Weekly reports of their attendance at
such religious schools must be filed with their principal or teacher. Only one hour a week is to be
allowed for such training, at the end of a class session, and where more than one religious school
is conducted, the hour of release shall be the same for all religious schools.
(c) Regulations of the Board of Education of the City of New York, which provide similar
rules supplementing the State Commissioner's regulations, with the following significant
amplifications: No announcement of any kind will be made in the public schools relative to the
program. The religious organizations and parents will assume full responsibility for attendance at
the religious schools and will explain any failures to attend on the weekly attendance reports.
Students who are released will be dismissed from school in the usual way. There shall be no
comment by any principal or teacher on attendance or nonattendance of any pupil upon religious
instruction.
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its public schools, challenge the present law, contending it is in essence not different from the
one involved in the McCollum case. Their argument reduces itself to this: the weight and
influence of the school is put behind a program for religious instruction; public school
teachers police it, keeping tab on students who are released; the classroom activities come to a
halt while the students who are released for religious instruction are on leave; the school is a
crutch on which the churches are leaning for support in their religious training; without the
cooperation of the schools this "released time" program, like the one in the McCollum case,
would be futile and ineffective. The New York Court of Appeals sustained the law against
this claim of unconstitutionality. The case is here on appeal.
There is a suggestion that the system involves the use of coercion to get public school
students into religious classrooms. There is no evidence in the record before us that supports
that conclusion. The present record indeed tells us that the school authorities are neutral in
this regard and do no more than release students whose parents so request. If in fact coercion
were used, if it were established that any one or more teachers were using their office to
persuade or force students to take the religious instruction, a wholly different case would be
presented.2 Hence we put aside that claim of coercion.
Moreover, apart from that claim of coercion, we do not see how New York by this type of
"released time" program has made a law respecting an establishment of religion within the
meaning of the First Amendment. There cannot be the slightest doubt that the First
Amendment reflects the philosophy that Church and State should be separated. The First
Amendment, however, does not say that in every and all respects there shall be a separation of
Church and State. Rather, it studiously defines the manner, the specific ways, in which there
shall be no concern or union or dependency one on the other. That is the common sense of the
matter. Otherwise the state and religion would be aliens to each other -- hostile, suspicious,
and even unfriendly. Churches could not be required to pay even property taxes.
Municipalities would not be permitted to render police or fire protection to religious groups.
Policemen who helped parishioners into their places of worship would violate the
Constitution. Prayers in our legislative halls; the appeals to the Almighty in the messages of
the Chief Executive; the proclamations making Thanksgiving Day a holiday; "so help me
God" in our courtroom oaths -- these and all other references to the Almighty that run through

2

Appellants contend that they should have been allowed to prove that the system is in
fact administered in a coercive manner. The New York Court of Appeals declined to grant a trial
on this issue, noting that appellants had not properly raised their claim in the manner required by
state practice. This independent state ground for decision precludes appellants from raising the
issue of maladministration in this proceeding.
The only allegation in the complaint that bears on the issue is that the operation of the
program "has resulted and inevitably results in the exercise of pressure and coercion upon
parents and children to secure attendance by the children for religious instruction." But this
charge does not even implicate the school authorities. Since the allegation did not implicate the
school authorities in the use of coercion, there is no basis for holding that the New York Court of
Appeals under the guise of local practice defeated a federal right.
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our laws, our public rituals, our ceremonies would be flouting the First Amendment. A
fastidious atheist or agnostic could even object to the supplication with which the Court opens
each session: "God save the United States and this Honorable Court."
We would have to press the concept of separation of Church and State to these extremes
to condemn the present law on constitutional grounds. The nullification of this law would
have wide and profound effects. A Catholic student applies to his teacher for permission to
leave the school during hours on a Holy Day of Obligation to attend a mass. A Jewish student
asks his teacher for permission to be excused for Yom Kippur. A Protestant wants the
afternoon off for a family baptismal ceremony. In each case the teacher requires parental
consent in writing. In each case the teacher, in order to make sure the student is not a truant,
goes further and requires a report from the priest, the rabbi, or the minister. The teacher in
other words cooperates in a religious program to the extent of making it possible for her
students to participate in it. Whether she does it occasionally for a few students, regularly for
one, or pursuant to a systematized program designed to further the religious needs of all the
students does not alter the character of the act.
We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being. We guarantee
the freedom to worship as one chooses. We make room for as wide a variety of beliefs and
creeds as the spiritual needs of man deem necessary. We sponsor an attitude on the part of
government that shows no partiality to any one group and that lets each flourish according to
the zeal of its adherents and the appeal of its dogma. When the state encourages religious
instruction or cooperates with religious authorities by adjusting the schedule of public events
to sectarian needs, it follows the best of our traditions. For it then respects the religious nature
of our people and accommodates the public service to their spiritual needs. To hold that it
may not would be to find in the Constitution a requirement that the government show a
callous indifference to religious groups. That would be preferring those who believe in no
religion over those who do believe. Government may not finance religious groups nor
undertake religious instruction nor blend secular and sectarian education nor use secular
institutions to force one or some religion on any person. But we find no constitutional
requirement which makes it necessary for government to be hostile to religion and to throw its
weight against efforts to widen the effective scope of religious influence. The government
must be neutral when it comes to competition between sects. It may not thrust any sect on any
person. It may not make a religious observance compulsory. It may not coerce anyone to
attend church, to observe a religious holiday, or to take religious instruction. But it can close
its doors or suspend its operations as to those who want to repair to their religious sanctuary
for worship or instruction. No more than that is undertaken here.
In the McCollum case the classrooms were used for religious instruction and the force of
the public school was used to promote that instruction. Here, as we have said, the public
schools do no more than accommodate their schedules to a program of outside religious
instruction. We follow the McCollum case. But we cannot expand it to cover the present
released time program unless separation of Church and State means that public institutions
can make no adjustments of their schedules to accommodate the religious needs of the people.
We cannot read into the Bill of Rights such a philosophy of hostility to religion.
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MR. JUSTICE BLACK, dissenting.
Illinois ex rel. McCollum v. Board of Education held invalid as an "establishment of
religion" an Illinois system under which school children, compelled by law to go to public
schools, were freed from some hours of required school work on condition that they attend
special religious classes held in the school buildings.
I see no significant difference between the invalid Illinois system and that of New York
here sustained. Except for the use of the school buildings in Illinois, there is no difference
between the systems which I consider even worthy of mention. In the New York program, as
in that of Illinois, the school authorities release some of the children on the condition that they
attend the religious classes, get reports on whether they attend, and hold the other children in
the school building until the religious hour is over. As we attempted to make categorically
clear, the McCollum decision would have been the same if the religious classes had not been
held in the school buildings. We said:
"Here not only are the State's tax-supported public school buildings used for the
dissemination of religious doctrines. The State also affords sectarian groups an
invaluable aid in that it helps to provide pupils for their religious classes through use
of the State's compulsory public school machinery. This is not separation of Church
and State."
McCollum thus held that Illinois could not constitutionally manipulate the compelled
classroom hours of its compulsory school machinery so as to channel children into sectarian
classes. Yet that is exactly what the Court holds New York can do.
I am aware that our McCollum decision on separation of Church and State has been
subjected to a most searching examination throughout the country. In dissenting today, I mean
to do more than give routine approval to our McCollum decision. I mean also to reaffirm my
faith in the fundamental philosophy expressed in McCollum and Everson v. Board of
Education.
Here the sole question is whether New York can use its compulsory education laws to
help religious sects get attendants presumably too unenthusiastic to go unless moved to do so
by the pressure of this state machinery. That this is the plan, purpose, design and consequence
of the New York program cannot be denied. The state thus makes religious sects beneficiaries
of its power to compel children to attend secular schools. Any use of such coercive power by
the state to help or hinder some religious sects or to prefer all religious sects over
nonbelievers or vice versa is just what I think the First Amendment forbids. In considering
whether a state has entered this forbidden field the question is not whether it has entered too
far but whether it has entered at all. New York is manipulating its compulsory education laws
to help religious sects get pupils. This is not separation but combination of Church and State.
The Court's validation of the New York system rests in part on its statement that
Americans are "a religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being." This was
at least as true when the First Amendment was adopted; and it was just as true when eight
Justices of this Court invalidated the released time system in McCollum. It was precisely
because Eighteenth Century Americans were a religious people divided into many fighting
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sects that we were given the constitutional mandate to keep Church and State completely
separate. Colonial history had already shown that, here as elsewhere zealous sectarians
entrusted with governmental power to further their causes would sometimes torture, maim
and kill those they branded "heretics," "atheists" or "agnostics." The First Amendment was
therefore to insure that no one powerful sect or combination of sects could use political or
governmental power to punish dissenters whom they could not convert to their faith. Now as
then, it is only by wholly isolating the state from the religious sphere and compelling it to be
completely neutral, that the freedom of each and every denomination and of all nonbelievers
can be maintained. It is this neutrality the Court abandons today when it treats New York's
coercive system as a program which merely "encourages religious instruction or cooperates
with religious authorities." The abandonment is all the more dangerous to liberty because of
the Court's legal exaltation of the orthodox and its derogation of unbelievers.
Under our system of religious freedom, people have gone to their religious sanctuaries not
because they feared the law but because they loved their God. The spiritual mind of man has
thus been free to believe, disbelieve, or doubt, without repression, great or small, by the heavy
hand of government. Before today, our judicial opinions have refrained from drawing
invidious distinctions between those who believe in no religion and those who do believe. The
First Amendment has lost much if the religious follower and the atheist are no longer to be
judicially regarded as entitled to equal justice under law.
State help to religion injects political and party prejudices into a holy field. It too often
substitutes force for prayer, hate for love, and persecution for persuasion. Government should
not be allowed, under cover of the soft euphemism of "co-operation," to steal into the sacred
area of religious choice.
MR. JUSTICE FRANKFURTER, dissenting.
By way of emphasizing my agreement with MR. JUSTICE JACKSON'S dissent, I add a
few words.
The Court tells us that in the maintenance of its public schools, "[The State government]
can close its doors or suspend its operations" so that its citizens may be free for religious
devotions or instruction. If that were the issue, it would not rise to the dignity of a
constitutional controversy. The essence of this case is that the school system did not "close its
doors" and did not "suspend its operations." There is all the difference in the world between
letting the children out of school and letting some of them out of school into religious classes.
If every one is free to make what use he will of time wholly unconnected from schooling
required by law then of course there is no conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment.
The pith of the case is that formalized religious instruction is substituted for other school
activity which those who do not participate in the released-time program are compelled to
attend. The school system is very much in operation during this kind of released time. If its
doors are closed, they are closed upon those students who do not attend the religious
instruction, in order to keep them within the school. That is the very thing which raises the
constitutional issue. Failure to discuss this issue does not take it out of the case.
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Again, the Court relies upon the absence from the record of evidence of coercion in the
operation of the system. "If in fact coercion were used," according to the Court, "if it were
established that any one or more teachers were using their office to persuade or force students
to take the religious instruction, a wholly different case would be presented." Thus,
"coercion" in the abstract is acknowledged to be fatal. But the Court disregards the fact that as
the case comes to us, there could be no proof of coercion, for the appellants were not allowed
to make proof of it. Appellants alleged that "The operation of the released time program has
resulted and inevitably results in the exercise of pressure and coercion upon parents and
children to secure attendance by the children for religious instruction." This allegation -- that
coercion was in fact present and is inherent in the system, no matter what disavowals might
be made in the operating regulations -- was denied by appellees. Thus were drawn issues of
fact which cannot be determined, on any conceivable view of judicial notice, by judges out of
their own knowledge or experience. Appellants sought an opportunity to adduce evidence in
support of these allegations at an appropriate trial. The courts below denied that opportunity
on the ground that such proof was irrelevant to the issue of constitutionality.
When constitutional issues turn on facts, it is a strange procedure indeed not to permit the
facts to be established. When such is the case, there are weighty considerations for us to
require the State court to make its determination only after a thorough canvass of all the
circumstances and not to bar them from consideration. If we are to decide this case on the
present record, however, a strict adherence to the usage of courts in ruling on the sufficiency
of pleadings would require us to take as admitted the facts pleaded in the appellants'
complaint, including the fact of coercion, actual and inherent. I cannot see how a finding that
coercion was absent, deemed critical by this Court in sustaining the practice, can be made
here, when appellants were prevented from making a timely showing of coercion because the
courts below thought it irrelevant.
The result in the McCollum case was based on principles that received unanimous
acceptance by this Court, barring only a single vote. I agree with MR. JUSTICE BLACK that
those principles are disregarded in reaching the result in this case. Happily they are not
disavowed by the Court. From this I draw the hope that in future variations of the problem
which are bound to come here, these principles may again be honored in the observance.
The deeply divisive controversy aroused by the attempts to secure public school pupils
for sectarian instruction would promptly end if the advocates of such instruction were content
to have the school "close its doors or suspend its operations" -- that is, dismiss classes in their
entirety, without discrimination -- instead of seeking to use the public schools as the
instrument for securing attendance at denominational classes. The unwillingness of the
promoters of this movement to dispense with such use of the public schools betrays a
surprising want of confidence in the inherent power of the various faiths to draw children to
outside sectarian classes -- an attitude that hardly reflects the faith of the greatest religious
spirits.
MR. JUSTICE JACKSON, dissenting.
This released time program is founded upon a use of the State's power of coercion, which,
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for me, determines its unconstitutionality. Stripped to its essentials, the plan has two stages:
first, that the State compel each student to yield a large part of his time for public secular
education; and, second, that some of it be "released" to him on condition that he devote it to
sectarian religious purposes.
No one suggests that the Constitution would permit the State directly to require this
"released" time to be spent "under the control of a duly constituted religious body." This
program accomplishes that forbidden result by indirection. If public education were taking so
much of the pupils' time as to injure the public or the students' welfare by encroaching upon
their religious opportunity, simply shortening everyone's school day would facilitate
voluntary and optional attendance at Church classes. But that suggestion is rejected upon the
ground that if they are made free many students will not go to the Church. Hence, they must
be deprived of freedom for this period, with Church attendance put to them as one of the two
permissible ways of using it.
The greater effectiveness of this system over voluntary attendance after school hours is
due to the truant officer who, if the youngster fails to go to the Church school, dogs him back
to the public schoolroom. Here schooling is more or less suspended during the "released time"
so the nonreligious attendants will not forge ahead of the churchgoing absentees. But it serves
as a temporary jail for a pupil who will not go to Church. It takes more subtlety of mind than I
possess to deny that this is governmental constraint in support of religion. It is as
unconstitutional, in my view, when exerted by indirection as when exercised forthrightly.
As one whose children have been sent to privately supported Church schools, I may
challenge the Court's suggestion that opposition to this plan can only be antireligious,
atheistic, or agnostic. My evangelistic brethren confuse an objection to compulsion with an
objection to religion. It is possible to hold a faith with enough confidence to believe that what
should be rendered to God does not need to be decided and collected by Caesar.
The day that this country ceases to be free for irreligion it will cease to be free for religion
-- except for the sect that can win political power. The same epithetical jurisprudence used by
the Court today to beat down those who oppose pressuring children into some religion can
devise as good epithets tomorrow against those who object to pressuring them into a favored
religion. And, after all, if we concede to the State power and wisdom to single out "duly
constituted religious" bodies as exclusive alternatives for compulsory secular instruction, it
would be logical to also uphold the power and wisdom to choose the true faith among those
"duly constituted." We start down a rough road when we begin to mix compulsory public
education with compulsory godliness.
A number of Justices just short of a majority of the majority that promulgates today's
passionate dialectics joined in answering them in McCollum. The distinction attempted
between that case and this is trivial, almost to the point of cynicism, magnifying its
nonessential details and disparaging compulsion which was the underlying reason for
invalidity. A reading of the Court's opinion in that case along with its opinion in this case will
show such difference of overtones and undertones as to make clear that the McCollum case
has passed like a storm in a teacup. The wall which the Court was professing to erect between
Church and State has become even more warped and twisted than I expected. Today's
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judgment will be more interesting to students of psychology and of the judicial processes than
to students of constitutional law.

ENGEL v. VITALE
370 U.S. 421 (1962)
MR. JUSTICE BLACK delivered the opinion of the Court.
The respondent Board of Education of Union Free School District No. 9, New Hyde Park,
New York directed the School District's principal to cause the following prayer to be said
aloud by each class in the presence of a teacher at the beginning of each school day:
"Almighty God, we acknowledge our dependence upon Thee, and we beg Thy
blessings upon us, our parents, our teachers and our Country."
This daily procedure was adopted on the recommendation of the State Board of Regents, a
governmental agency granted broad powers over the State's public school system. These state
officials composed the prayer which they recommended and published as a part of their
"Statement on Moral and Spiritual Training in the Schools," saying: "We believe that this
Statement will be subscribed to by all men and women of good will, and we call upon all of
them to aid in giving life to our program."
Shortly after the practice of reciting the Regents' prayer was adopted by the School
District, the parents of ten pupils brought this action in a New York State Court. The New
York Court of Appeals sustained an order of the lower courts which had upheld the power of
New York to use the Regents' prayer so long as the schools did not compel any pupil to join
in the prayer over his or his parents' objection. We review this important decision.
We think that by using its public school system to encourage recitation of the Regents'
prayer, the State of New York has adopted a practice wholly inconsistent with the
Establishment Clause. There can be no doubt that New York's program of daily classroom
invocation of God's blessings as prescribed in the Regents' prayer is a religious activity. It is a
solemn avowal of divine faith and supplication for the blessings of the Almighty.
The petitioners contend that the state laws requiring or permitting use of the Regents'
prayer must be struck down as a violation of the Establishment Clause because that prayer
was composed by governmental officials as a part of a governmental program to further
religious beliefs. For this reason, petitioners argue, the State's use of the Regents' prayer in its
public school system breaches the constitutional wall of separation between Church and State.
We agree with that contention since we think that the constitutional prohibition against laws
respecting an establishment of religion must at least mean that in this country it is no part of
the business of government to compose official prayers for any group of the American people
to recite as a part of a religious program carried on by government.
It is a matter of history that this very practice of establishing governmentally composed
prayers for religious services was one of the reasons which caused many of our early colonists
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to leave England and seek religious freedom in America. The Book of Common Prayer,
which was created under governmental direction and approved by Acts of Parliament in 1548
and 1549, set out in minute detail the accepted form and content of prayer and other religious
ceremonies to be used in the established, tax-supported Church of England. The controversies
over the Book and what should be its content repeatedly threatened to disrupt the peace of
that country. Powerful groups representing some of the varying religious views of the people
struggled among themselves to impress their particular views upon the Government and
obtain amendments of the Book more suitable to their respective notions of how religious
services should be conducted in order that the official religious establishment would advance
their particular religious beliefs. Other groups, lacking the political power to influence the
Government, decided to leave England and seek freedom in America.
It is an unfortunate fact of history that when some of the very groups which had most
strenuously opposed the Church of England found themselves sufficiently in control of
colonial governments in this country to write their own prayers into law, they passed laws
making their own religion the official religion of their respective colonies. Indeed, as late as
the time of the Revolutionary War, there were established churches in at least eight of the
thirteen former colonies and established religions in at least four of the other five.1 But the
successful Revolution against English domination was shortly followed by intense opposition
to the practice of establishing religion by law. This opposition crystallized into an effective
political force in Virginia where the minority religious groups such as Presbyterians,
Lutherans, Quakers and Baptists had gained such strength that the adherents to the established
Episcopal Church were a minority. In 1785-1786, those opposed to the established Church,
led by Madison and Jefferson, obtained the enactment of the "Virginia Bill for Religious
Liberty" by which all religious groups were placed on an equal footing so far as the State was
concerned. Similar though less far-reaching legislation was passed in other States.
By the time of the adoption of the Constitution, there was a widespread awareness among
many Americans of the dangers of a union of Church and State. These people knew, some of
them from bitter personal experience, that one of the greatest dangers to the freedom of the
individual to worship in his own way lay in the Government's placing its official stamp of
approval upon one particular kind of prayer or one particular form of religious services. They
knew the anguish, hardship and bitter strife that could come when zealous religious groups
struggled with one another to obtain the Government's stamp of approval. The Constitution

1

The Church of England was the established church of at least five colonies: Maryland,
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia. There seems to be some controversy as
to whether that church was officially established in New York and New Jersey but there is no
doubt that it received substantial support from those States. In Massachusetts, New Hampshire
and Connecticut, the Congregationalist Church was officially established. In Pennsylvania and
Delaware, all Christian sects were treated equally in most situations but Catholics were
discriminated against in some respects. In Rhode Island all Protestants enjoyed equal privileges
but it is not clear whether Catholics were allowed to vote.
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was intended to avert a part of this danger by leaving the government in the hands of the
people rather than in the hands of any monarch. But this safeguard was not enough. The First
Amendment was added to the Constitution to stand as a guarantee that neither the power nor
the prestige of the Federal Government would be used to control, support or influence the
kinds of prayer the American people can say. Under that Amendment's prohibition against
governmental establishment of religion, as reinforced by the Fourteenth Amendment,
government in this country, be it state or federal, is without power to prescribe by law any
particular form of prayer which is to be used as an official prayer in carrying on any program
of governmentally sponsored religious activity.
There can be no doubt that New York's state prayer program officially establishes the
religious beliefs embodied in the Regents' prayer. The respondents' argument to the contrary,
which is largely based upon the contention that the Regents' prayer is "non-denominational"
and the fact that the program does not require all pupils to recite the prayer but permits those
who wish to do so to remain silent or be excused from the room, ignores the essential nature
of the program's constitutional defects. Neither the fact that the prayer may be
denominationally neutral nor the fact that its observance is voluntary can serve to free it from
the limitations of the Establishment Clause, as it might from the Free Exercise Clause.
Although these two clauses may in certain instances overlap, they forbid two quite different
kinds of governmental encroachment upon religious freedom. The Establishment Clause,
unlike the Free Exercise Clause, does not depend upon any showing of direct governmental
compulsion and is violated by the enactment of laws which establish an official religion
whether those laws operate directly to coerce nonobserving individuals or not. This is not to
say, of course, that laws officially prescribing a particular form of religious worship do not
involve coercion of such individuals. When the power, prestige and financial support of
government is placed behind a particular religious belief, the indirect coercive pressure upon
religious minorities to conform to the prevailing officially approved religion is plain. But the
purposes underlying the Establishment Clause go much further than that. Its first and most
immediate purpose rested on the belief that a union of government and religion tends to
destroy government and to degrade religion. The history of governmentally established
religion, both in England and in this country, showed that whenever government had allied
itself with one particular form of religion, the inevitable result had been that it had incurred
the hatred, disrespect and even contempt of those who held contrary beliefs. That same
history showed that many people had lost their respect for any religion that had relied upon
the support of government to spread its faith. The Establishment Clause thus stands as an
expression of principle on the part of the Founders of our Constitution that religion is too
personal, too sacred, too holy, to permit its "unhallowed perversion" by a civil magistrate.
Another purpose of the Establishment Clause rested upon an awareness of the historical fact
that governmentally established religions and religious persecutions go hand in hand. The
Founders knew that only a few years after the Book of Common Prayer became the only
accepted form of religious services in the established Church of England, an Act of
Uniformity was passed to compel all Englishmen to attend those services and to make it a
criminal offense to conduct or attend religious gatherings of any other kind. And they knew
that similar persecutions had received the sanction of law in several of the colonies soon after
the establishment of official religions in those colonies. It was in large part to get away from
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this sort of systematic religious persecution that the Founders brought into being our Nation,
our Constitution, and our Bill of Rights with its prohibition against governmental
establishment of religion.
It has been argued that to apply the Constitution in such a way as to prohibit state laws
respecting an establishment of religious services in public schools is to indicate a hostility
toward religion or toward prayer. Nothing, of course, could be more wrong. The history of
man is inseparable from the history of religion. Since the beginning of that history many
people have devoutly believed that "More things are wrought by prayer than this world
dreams of." It was doubtless largely due to men who believed this that there grew up a
sentiment that caused men to leave the cross-currents of officially established state religions
and religious persecution in Europe and come to this country filled with the hope that they
could find a place in which they could pray when they pleased to the God of their faith in the
language they chose. And there were men of this same faith in the power of prayer who led
the fight for adoption of our Constitution and our Bill of Rights. These men knew that the
First Amendment, which tried to put an end to governmental control of religion and of prayer,
was not written to destroy either. They knew rather that it was written to quiet well-justified
fears arising out of an awareness that governments of the past had shackled men's tongues to
make them speak only the religious thoughts that government wanted them to speak and to
pray only to the God that government wanted them to pray to. It is neither sacrilegious nor
antireligious to say that each separate government in this country should stay out of the
business of writing or sanctioning official prayers and leave that purely religious function to
the people themselves and to those the people choose to look to for religious guidance.2
It is true that New York's establishment of its Regents' prayer does not amount to a total
establishment of one particular religious sect -- that, indeed, the governmental endorsement of
that prayer seems relatively insignificant when compared to the governmental encroachments
upon religion which were commonplace 200 years ago. To those who subscribe to the view
that because the Regents' prayer is so brief and general there can be no danger to religious
freedom, however, it may be appropriate to say in the words of James Madison, the author of
the First Amendment:
"It is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liberties. . . . Who does
not see that the same authority which can establish Christianity, in exclusion of all
other Religions, may establish with the same ease any particular sect of Christians, in
exclusion of all other Sects? That the same authority which can force a citizen to
contribute three pence only of his property for the support of any one establishment,

2

There is nothing in the decision reached here that is inconsistent with the fact that
school children are officially encouraged to express love for our country by reciting historical
documents such as the Declaration of Independence which contain references to the Deity or by
singing officially espoused anthems which include the composer's professions of faith in a
Supreme Being, or with the fact that there are many manifestations in our public life of belief in
God. Such patriotic or ceremonial occasions bear no true resemblance to the unquestioned
religious exercise that the State of New York has sponsored in this instance.
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may force him to conform to any other establishment in all cases whatsoever?"
MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, concurring.
The point for decision is whether the Government can constitutionally finance a religious
exercise. Our system is presently honeycombed with such financing.1 Nevertheless, I think it
is an unconstitutional undertaking whatever form it takes.
First, a word as to what this case does not involve. Plainly, our Bill of Rights would not
permit a State or the Federal Government to adopt an official prayer and penalize anyone who
would not utter it. This, however, is not that case, for there is no element of compulsion or
coercion in New York's regulation. The prayer is said upon the commencement of the school
day, immediately following the pledge of allegiance to the flag. The prayer is said aloud in
the presence of a teacher, who either leads the recitation or selects a student to do so. No
student, however, is compelled to take part. The respondents have adopted a regulation which
provides that "Neither teachers nor any school authority shall comment on participation or
non-participation . . . nor suggest or request that any posture or language be used or dress be
worn or be not used or not worn." Provision is also made for excusing children, upon written
request of a parent or guardian, from the saying of the prayer or from the room in which the
prayer is said. In short, the only one who need utter the prayer is the teacher; and no teacher
is complaining of it.
The question presented by this case is therefore an extremely narrow one. It is whether

1

“There are many 'aids' to religion in this country at all levels of government. To
mention but a few at the federal level, one might begin by observing that the very First Congress
which wrote the First Amendment provided for chaplains in both Houses and in the armed
services. There is compulsory chapel at the service academies, and religious services are held in
federal hospitals and prisons. The President issues religious proclamations. The Bible is used for
the administration of oaths. N. Y. A. and W. P. A. funds were available to parochial schools
during the depression. Veterans receiving money under the 'G. I.' Bill of 1944 could attend
denominational schools, to which payments were made directly by the government. During
World War II, federal money was contributed to denominational schools for the training of
nurses. The benefits of the National School Lunch Act are available to students in private as well
as public schools. The Hospital Survey and Construction Act of 1946 specifically made money
available to non-public hospitals. The slogan 'In God We Trust' is used by the Treasury
Department, and Congress recently added God to the pledge of allegiance. There is Biblereading in the schools of the District of Columbia, and religious instruction is given in the
District's National Training School for Boys. Religious organizations are exempt from the
federal income tax and are granted postal privileges. Up to defined limits contributions to
religious organizations are deductible for federal income tax purposes. There are no limits to the
deductibility of gifts and bequests to religious institutions made under the federal gift and estate
tax laws. This list of federal 'aids' could easily be expanded, and of course there is a long list in
each state.” Fellman, The Limits of Freedom (1959), pp. 40-41.
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New York oversteps the bounds when it finances a religious exercise. What New York does
on the opening of its public schools is what we do when we open court. Our Crier has from
the beginning announced the convening of the Court and then added "God save the United
States and this Honorable Court." That utterance is a supplication, a prayer in which we, the
judges, are free to join, but which we need not recite any more than the students need recite
the New York prayer. What New York does on the opening of its public schools is what each
House of Congress does at the opening of each day's business.
The Pledge of Allegiance, like the prayer, recognizes the existence of a Supreme Being.
Since 1954 it has contained the words "one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and
justice for all." The House Report recommending the addition of the words "under God"
stated that those words in no way run contrary to the First Amendment but recognize "only
the guidance of God in our national affairs."
The Act of March 3, 1865 authorized the phrase "In God We Trust" to be placed on coins.
The use of the motto on all currency and coins was directed by the Act of July 11, 1955.
Moreover, by the Joint Resolution of July 30, 1956, our national motto was declared to be "In
God We Trust."
In New York the teacher who leads in prayer is on the public payroll; and the time she
takes seems minuscule as compared with the salaries appropriated for chaplains to conduct
prayers in the legislative halls. Only a fraction of the teacher's time is given to reciting this
22-word prayer. Yet for me the principle is the same, no matter how briefly the prayer is said,
for in each of the instances given the person praying is a public official on the public payroll,
performing a religious exercise in a governmental institution. It is said that the element of
coercion is inherent in the giving of this prayer. If that is true here, it is also true of the prayer
with which this Court is convened, and of those that open the Congress. Few adults, let alone
children, would leave our courtroom or the Senate or the House while those prayers are being
given. Every such audience is in a sense a "captive" audience.
At the same time I cannot say that to authorize this prayer is to establish a religion in the
strictly historic meaning of those words. Yet once government finances a religious exercise it
inserts a divisive influence into our communities. The New York Court said that the prayer
given does not conform to all of the tenets of the Jewish, Unitarian, and Ethical Culture
groups. One of the petitioners is an agnostic.
"We are a religious people whose institutions presuppose a Supreme Being." Zorach v.
Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 313. Under our Bill of Rights free play is given for making religion an
active force in our lives. But "if a religious leaven is to be worked into the affairs of our
people, it is to be done by individuals and groups, not by the Government." By reason of the
First Amendment government is commanded "to have no interest in theology or ritual," for on
those matters "government must be neutral." The First Amendment leaves the Government in
a position not of hostility to religion but of neutrality. The philosophy is that the atheist or
agnostic -- the nonbeliever -- is entitled to go his own way. The philosophy is that if
government interferes in matters spiritual, it will be a divisive force. The First Amendment
teaches that a government neutral in the field of religion better serves all religious interests.
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My problem today would be uncomplicated but for Everson v. Board of Education. The
Everson case seems in retrospect to be out of line with the First Amendment. Its result is
appealing, as it allows aid to be given to needy children. Mr. Justice Rutledge stated in dissent
what I think is durable First Amendment philosophy:
Public money devoted to payment of religious costs brings the quest for more. It brings
too the struggle of sect against sect for the larger share or for any. That is precisely the history
of societies which have had an established religion and dissident groups. It is the very thing
Jefferson and Madison experienced and sought to guard against. The end of such strife cannot
be other than to destroy the cherished liberty.
I therefore join the Court in reversing the judgment below.
MR. JUSTICE STEWART, dissenting.
The Court does not hold that New York has interfered with the free exercise of anybody's
religion. For the state courts have made clear that those who object to reciting the prayer must
be free of any compulsion to do so. But the Court says that in permitting school children to
say this simple prayer, the New York authorities have established "an official religion." I
cannot see how an "official religion" is established by letting those who want to say a prayer
say it. On the contrary, I think that to deny the wish of these school children to join in reciting
this prayer is to deny them the opportunity of sharing in the spiritual heritage of our Nation.
The Court's historical review of the quarrels over the Book of Common Prayer in England
throws no light for me on the issue before us. Equally unenlightening, is the history of the
early establishment and later rejection of an official church in our own States. Moreover, I
think that the Court's task is not aided by the uncritical invocation of metaphors like the "wall
of separation." What is relevant to the issue here is the history of the religious traditions of
our people, reflected in countless practices of the institutions and officials of our government.
At the opening of each day's Session of this Court we stand, while one of our officials
invokes the protection of God. Since the days of John Marshall our Crier has said, "God save
the United States and this Honorable Court." Both the Senate and the House of
Representatives open their daily Sessions with prayer. Each of our Presidents has upon
assuming his Office asked the protection and help of God.
In 1954 Congress added a phrase to the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag so that it now
contains the words "one Nation under God." In 1952 Congress enacted legislation calling
upon the President each year to proclaim a National Day of Prayer. Since 1865 the words "IN
GOD WE TRUST" have been impressed on our coins.
Countless similar examples could be listed, but there is no need to belabor the obvious. It
was all summed up just ten years ago in a single sentence: "We are a religious people whose
institutions presuppose a Supreme Being." Zorach v. Clauson.
I do not believe that this Court, or the Congress, or the President has by the actions and
practices I have mentioned established an "official religion" in violation of the Constitution.
And I do not believe the State of New York has done so in this case. What each has done has
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been to follow the deeply entrenched and highly cherished spiritual traditions of our Nation.
Justice FRANKFURTER and Justice WHITE took no part in the decision of this case.

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF ABINGTON TOWNSHIP v. SCHEMPP
374 U.S. 203 (1963)
MR. JUSTICE CLARK delivered the opinion of the Court.
Once again we are called upon to consider the scope of the provision of the First
Amendment which declares that "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. . . ." These companion cases present the
issues in the context of state action requiring that schools begin each day with readings from
the Bible. We hold that the practices at issue and the laws requiring them are unconstitutional
under the Establishment Clause, as applied to the States through the Fourteenth Amendment.
The Facts in Each Case: No. 142. The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania by law requires
that "At least ten verses from the Holy Bible shall be read, without comment, at the opening
of each public school on each school day. Any child shall be excused from such Bible
reading, or attending such Bible reading, upon the written request of his parent or guardian."
The Schempp family, husband and wife and two of their three children, brought suit to enjoin
enforcement of the statute. The appellees Edward Lewis Schempp, his wife Sidney, and their
children, Roger and Donna, are members of the Unitarian Church in Germantown,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where they, as well as another son, Ellory, regularly attend
religious services. The latter was originally a party but having graduated from the school
system pendente lite was voluntarily dismissed from the action. The other children attend the
Abington Senior High School, which is a public school operated by appellant district.
On each school day at the Abington Senior High School between 8:15 and 8:30 a.m.,
while the pupils are attending their home rooms or advisory sections, opening exercises are
conducted pursuant to the statute. The exercises are broadcast into each room in the school
building through an intercommunications system and are conducted under the supervision of
a teacher by students attending the school's radio and television workshop. Selected students
from this course gather each morning in the school's workshop studio for the exercises, which
include readings by one of the students of 10 verses of the Holy Bible, broadcast to each room
in the building. This is followed by the recitation of the Lord's Prayer, likewise over the
intercommunications system, but also by the students in the various classrooms, who are
asked to stand and join in repeating the prayer in unison. The exercises are closed with the
flag salute and such pertinent announcements as are of interest to the students. Participation in
the opening exercises, as directed by the statute, is voluntary. The student reading the verses
from the Bible may select the passages and read from any version he chooses, although the
only copies furnished by the school are the King James version, copies of which were
circulated to each teacher by the school district. During the period in which the exercises have
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been conducted the King James, the Douay and the Revised Standard versions of the Bible
have been used, as well as the Jewish Holy Scriptures. There are no prefatory statements, no
questions asked or solicited, no comments or explanations made and no interpretations given
at or during the exercises. The students and parents are advised that the student may absent
himself from the classroom or, should he elect to remain, not participate in the exercises.
It appears from the record that in schools not having an intercommunications system the
Bible reading and the recitation of the Lord's Prayer were conducted by the home-room
teacher, who chose the text of the verses and read them herself or had students read them in
rotation or by volunteers. This was followed by a standing recitation of the Lord's Prayer,
together with the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag by the class in unison and a closing
announcement of routine school items.
At the first trial Edward Schempp and the children testified as to specific religious
doctrines purveyed by a literal reading of the Bible "which were contrary to the religious
beliefs which they held and to their familial teaching." The children testified that all of the
doctrines to which they referred were read to them at various times as part of the exercises.
Edward Schempp testified at the second trial that he had considered having Roger and Donna
excused from the exercises but decided against it for several reasons, including his belief that
the children's relationships with their teachers and classmates would be adversely affected.1
The Expert testimony was introduced by both appellants and appellees at the first trial,
which testimony was summarized by the trial court as follows:
"Dr. Solomon Grayzel testified that there were marked differences between the Jewish
Holy Scriptures and the Christian Holy Bible. Dr. Grayzel testified that portions of the New
Testament were offensive to Jewish tradition and that, from the standpoint of Jewish faith, the
concept of Jesus Christ as the Son of God was 'practically blasphemous.' He cited instances in
the New Testament which, assertedly, were not only sectarian in nature but tended to bring
the Jews into ridicule or scorn. Dr. Grayzel gave as his expert opinion that such material from
the New Testament could be explained to Jewish children in such a way as to do no harm to

1

The trial court summarized his testimony as follows:

"Edward Schempp, the children's father, testified that after careful consideration he had
decided that he should not have Roger or Donna excused from attendance at these morning
ceremonies. Among his reasons were the following. He said that he thought his children would
be 'labeled as "odd balls'" before their teachers and classmates; that children were liable 'to lump
all particular religious objections [together] as "atheism"' and that today the word 'atheism' is
often connected with 'atheistic communism,' and has 'very bad' connotations, such as 'unAmerican.' Mr. Schempp pointed out that due to the events of the morning exercises following in
rapid succession, the Bible reading, the Lord's Prayer, the Flag Salute, and the announcements,
excusing his children from the Bible reading would mean that probably they would miss hearing
the announcements so important to children. He testified also that if Roger and Donna were
excused from Bible reading they would have to stand in the hall outside their 'homeroom' and
that this carried with it the imputation of punishment."
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them. But if portions of the New Testament were read without explanation, they could be, and
in his specific experience with children Dr. Grayzel observed, had been, psychologically
harmful to the child and had caused a divisive force within the social media of the school.
"Dr. Luther A. Weigle, an expert witness for the defense, testified in some detail as to the
reasons for and the methods employed in developing the King James and the Revised
Standard Versions of the Bible. On direct examination, Dr. Weigle stated that the Bible was
non-sectarian. He later stated that the phrase 'non-sectarian' meant to him non-sectarian within
the Christian faiths. Dr. Weigle stated that his definition of the Holy Bible would include the
Jewish Holy Scriptures, but also stated that the 'Holy Bible' would not be complete without
the New Testament. He stated that the New Testament 'conveyed the message of Christians.'
In his opinion, reading of the Holy Scriptures to the exclusion of the New Testament would
be a sectarian practice. Dr. Weigle stated that the Bible was of great moral, historical and
literary value. This is conceded by all the parties and is also the view of the court."
The trial court, in striking down the practices, made specific findings of fact that the
children's attendance at Abington Senior High School is compulsory and that the practice of
reading 10 verses from the Bible is also compelled by law. It also found that:
"The reading of the verses, even without comment, possesses a devotional and religious
character and constitutes in effect a religious observance. The devotional and religious nature
of the morning exercises is made all the more apparent by the fact that the Bible reading is
followed immediately by a recital in unison of the Lord's Prayer. The fact that pupils might be
excused from attendance at the exercises does not mitigate the obligatory nature of the
ceremony. Since the statute requires the reading of the 'Holy Bible,' a Christian document, the
practice . . . prefers the Christian religion. The record demonstrates that it was the intention of
. . . the Commonwealth . . . to introduce a religious ceremony into the public schools."
No. 119. In 1905 the Board of School Commissioners of Baltimore City adopted a rule
pursuant to Art. 77, § 202 of the Annotated Code of Maryland. The rule provided for the
holding of opening exercises in the schools of the city, consisting primarily of the "reading,
without comment, of a chapter in the Holy Bible and/or the use of the Lord's Prayer." The
petitioners, Mrs. Madalyn Murray and her son, William J. Murray III, are both professed
atheists. Following unsuccessful attempts to have the respondent school board rescind the
rule, this suit was filed to compel its rescission. It was alleged that William was a student in a
public school of the city and his mother was a taxpayer therein; that it was the practice under
the rule to have a reading on each school morning from the King James version of the Bible.
The wholesome "neutrality" of which this Court's cases speak stems from a recognition of
the teachings of history that powerful sects or groups might bring about a fusion of
governmental and religious functions or a concert or dependency of one upon the other to the
end that official support of the Government would be placed behind the tenets of one or of all
orthodoxies. This the Establishment Clause prohibits. And a further reason for neutrality is
found in the Free Exercise Clause, which recognizes the value of religious training, teaching
and observance and, more particularly, the right of every person to freely choose his own
course with reference thereto, free of any compulsion from the state. This the Free Exercise
Clause guarantees. Thus, the two clauses may overlap. The Establishment Clause test may be
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stated as follows: what are the purpose and the primary effect of the enactment? If either is
the advancement or inhibition of religion then the enactment exceeds the scope of legislative
power as circumscribed by the Constitution. That is to say that to withstand the strictures of
the Establishment Clause there must be a secular legislative purpose and a primary effect that
neither advances nor inhibits religion. The Free Exercise Clause withdraws from legislative
power the exertion of any restraint on the free exercise of religion. Its purpose is to secure
religious liberty in the individual by prohibiting any invasions thereof by civil authority.
Hence it is necessary in a free exercise case for one to show the coercive effect of the
enactment as it operates against him in the practice of his religion. The distinction between
the two clauses is apparent -- a violation of the Free Exercise Clause is predicated on coercion
while the Establishment Clause violation need not be so attended.
Applying the Establishment Clause principles to the cases at bar we find that the States
are requiring the selection and reading at the opening of the school day of verses from the
Holy Bible and the recitation of the Lord's Prayer by the students in unison. These exercises
are prescribed as part of the curricular activities of students who are required by law to attend
school. They are held in the school buildings under the supervision and with the participation
of teachers employed in those schools. The trial court in No. 142 has found that such an
opening exercise is a religious ceremony and was intended by the State to be so. We agree
with the trial court's finding as to the religious character of the exercises. Given that finding,
the exercises and the law requiring them are in violation of the Establishment Clause.
There is no such specific finding as to the religious character of the exercises in No. 119,
and the State contends (as does the State in No. 142) that the program is an effort to extend its
benefits to all public school children without regard to their religious belief. Included within
its secular purposes, it says, are the promotion of moral values, the contradiction to the
materialistic trends of our times, the perpetuation of our institutions and the teaching of
literature. But even if its purpose is not strictly religious, it is sought to be accomplished
through readings from the Bible. Surely the place of the Bible as an instrument of religion
cannot be gainsaid, and the State's recognition of the pervading religious character of the
ceremony is evident from the rule's specific permission of the alternative use of the Catholic
Douay version as well as the recent amendment permitting nonattendance. None of these
factors is consistent with the contention that the Bible is here used either as an instrument for
nonreligious moral inspiration or as a reference for the teaching of secular subjects.
The conclusion follows that in both cases the laws require religious exercises conducted
in direct violation of the rights of the appellees and petitioners. Nor are these required
exercises mitigated by the fact that individual students may absent themselves upon parental
request, for that fact furnishes no defense to a claim of unconstitutionality under the
Establishment Clause. Further, it is no defense to urge that the religious practices here may be
relatively minor encroachments on the First Amendment. The breach of neutrality that is
today a trickling stream may all too soon become a raging torrent and, in the words of
Madison, "it is proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our liberties."
It is insisted that unless these religious exercises are permitted a "religion of secularism"
is established in the schools. We agree of course that the State may not establish a "religion of
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secularism" in the sense of affirmatively opposing or showing hostility to religion, thus
"preferring those who believe in no religion over those who do believe." We do not agree,
however, that this decision has that effect. In addition, it might well be said that one's
education is not complete without a study of comparative religion or the history of religion
and its relationship to the advancement of civilization. It certainly may be said that the Bible
is worthy of study for its literary and historic qualities. Nothing we have said here indicates
that such study of the Bible or of religion, when presented objectively as part of a secular
program of education, may not be effected consistently with the First Amendment. But the
exercises here do not fall into those categories.
Finally, we cannot accept that the concept of neutrality, which does not permit a State to
require a religious exercise even with the consent of the majority of those affected, collides
with the majority's right to free exercise of religion. While the Free Exercise Clause clearly
prohibits the use of state action to deny the rights of free exercise to anyone, it has never
meant that a majority could use the machinery of the State to practice its beliefs.
The place of religion in our society is an exalted one, achieved through a long tradition of
reliance on the home, the church and the inviolable citadel of the individual heart and mind.
We have come to recognize through bitter experience that it is not within the power of
government to invade that citadel, whether its purpose or effect be to aid or oppose, to
advance or retard. In the relationship between man and religion, the State is firmly committed
to a position of neutrality.
MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, concurring.
I join the opinion of the Court and add a few words in explanation. These regimes violate
the Establishment Clause in two different ways. In each case the State is conducting a
religious exercise; and, as the Court holds, that cannot be done without violating the
"neutrality" required of the State by the balance of power between individual, church and
state that has been struck by the First Amendment. But the Establishment Clause is not
limited to precluding the State itself from conducting religious exercises. It also forbids the
State to employ its facilities or funds in a way that gives any church, or all churches, greater
strength in our society than it would have by relying on its members alone. Thus, the present
regimes must fall under that clause for the additional reason that public funds, though small in
amount, are being used to promote a religious exercise.
Such contributions may not be made by the State even in a minor degree without violating
the Establishment Clause. It is not the amount of public funds expended; as this case
illustrates, it is the use to which public funds are put that is controlling. For the First
Amendment does not say that some forms of establishment are allowed; it says that "no law
respecting an establishment of religion" shall be made. What may not be done directly may
not be done indirectly lest the Establishment Clause become a mockery.
MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN, concurring.
The line which separates the secular from the sectarian in American life is elusive. The
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difficulty of defining the boundary with precision inheres in a paradox central to our scheme
of liberty. While our institutions reflect a firm conviction that we are a religious people, those
institutions by solemn constitutional injunction may not officially involve religion in such a
way as to prefer, discriminate against, or oppress, a particular sect or religion. Equally the
Constitution enjoins those involvements of religious with secular institutions which (a) serve
the essentially religious activities of religious institutions; (b) employ the organs of
government for essentially religious purposes; or (c) use essentially religious means to serve
governmental ends where secular means would suffice. The constitutional mandate declares
as a basic postulate of the relation between the citizen and his government that "the rights of
conscience are, in their nature, of peculiar delicacy, and will little bear the gentlest touch of
governmental hand . . . ."
I join fully in the opinion and the judgment of the Court. I see no escape from the
conclusion that the exercises called in question in these two cases violate the constitutional
mandate. The reasons we gave only last Term in Engel v. Vitale compel the same judgment of
the practices at bar. The involvement of the secular with the religious is no less intimate here;
and it is constitutionally irrelevant that the State has not composed the material for the
inspirational exercises presently involved.
The importance of the issue and the deep conviction with which views on both sides are
held seem to me to justify detailing at some length my reasons for joining the Court's
judgment and opinion..
I.
The First Amendment forbids both the abridgment of the free exercise of religion and the
enactment of laws "respecting an establishment of religion." The two clauses, although
distinct in their objectives and their applicability, emerged together from a common panorama
of history. The inclusion of both restraints upon the power of Congress to legislate concerning
religious matters shows unmistakably that the Framers of the First Amendment were not
content to rest the protection of religious liberty exclusively upon either clause. "In assuring
the free exercise of religion," Mr. Justice Frankfurter has said, "the Framers of the First
Amendment were sensitive to the then recent history of those persecutions and impositions of
civil disability with which sectarian majorities in virtually all of the Colonies had visited
deviation in the matter of conscience. This protection of unpopular creeds, however, was not
to be the full extent of the Amendment's guarantee of freedom from governmental intrusion in
matters of faith. The battle in Virginia, hardly four years won, where James Madison had led
the forces of disestablishment in successful opposition to Patrick Henry's proposed
Assessment Bill levying a general tax for the support of Christian teachers, was a vital and
compelling memory in 1789."
It is true that the Framers' immediate concern was to prevent the setting up of an official
federal church of the kind which England and some of the Colonies had long supported. But
nothing in the text of the Establishment Clause supports the view that the prevention of the
setting up of an official church was meant to be the full extent of the prohibitions against
official involvements in religion.
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Plainly, the Establishment Clause, in the contemplation of the Framers, "did not limit the
constitutional proscription to any particular, dated form of state-supported theological
venture." "What Virginia had long practiced, and what Madison, Jefferson and others fought
to end, was the extension of civil government's support to religion in a manner which made
the two in some degree interdependent, and thus threatened the freedom of each. The purpose
of the Establishment Clause was to assure that the national legislature would not exert its
power in the service of any purely religious end; that it would not, as Virginia and virtually all
of the Colonies had done, make of religion, as religion, an object of legislation. . . . The
Establishment Clause withdrew from the sphere of legitimate legislative concern and
competence a specific, but comprehensive, area of human conduct: man's belief or disbelief in
the verity of some transcendental idea and man's expression in action of that belief or
disbelief." McGowan v. Maryland, supra, at 465-466 (opinion of Frankfurter, J.).
In sum, the history of the Establishment Clause permits little doubt that its prohibition was
designed comprehensively to prevent those official involvements of religion which would
tend to foster or discourage religious worship or belief.
But an awareness of history and an appreciation of the aims of the Founding Fathers do
not always resolve concrete problems. The specific question before us has, for example,
aroused vigorous dispute whether the architects of the First Amendment -- James Madison
and Thomas Jefferson particularly -- understood the prohibition against any "law respecting
an establishment of religion" to reach devotional exercises in the public schools. It may be
that Jefferson and Madison would have held such exercises to be permissible. But I doubt that
their view, even if perfectly clear one way or the other, would supply a dispositive answer to
the question presented by these cases. A more fruitful inquiry, it seems to me, is whether the
practices here challenged threaten those consequences which the Framers deeply feared;
whether, in short, they tend to promote that type of interdependence between religion and
state which the First Amendment was designed to prevent. Our task is to translate "the
majestic generalities of the Bill of Rights into concrete restraints on officials dealing with the
problems of the twentieth century . . . ."
A too literal quest for the advice of the Founding Fathers upon the issues of these cases
seems to me futile and misdirected for several reasons: First, on our precise problem the
historical record is at best ambiguous. While it is clear to me that the Framers meant the
Establishment Clause to prohibit more than the creation of an established federal church such
as existed in England, I have no doubt that, in their preoccupation with the imminent question
of established churches, they gave no distinct consideration to the particular question whether
the clause also forbade devotional exercises in public institutions.
Second, the structure of American education has greatly changed since the First
Amendment was adopted. In the context of our modern emphasis upon public education
available to all citizens, any views of the eighteenth century as to whether the exercises at bar
are an "establishment" offer little aid to decision.
Third, our religious composition makes us a vastly more diverse people than were our
forefathers. They knew differences chiefly among Protestant sects. Today the Nation is far
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more heterogeneous religiously. In the face of such profound changes, practices which may
have been objectionable to no one in the time of Jefferson and Madison may today be highly
offensive to many persons, the deeply devout and the nonbelievers alike.
Whatever Jefferson or Madison would have thought of Bible reading or the recital of the
Lord's Prayer in what few public schools existed in their day, our use of the history of their
time must limit itself to broad purposes, not specific practices. By such a standard, I am
persuaded, as is the Court, that the devotional exercises carried on in the Baltimore and
Abington schools offend the First Amendment. It is "a constitution we are expounding," and
our interpretation of the First Amendment must necessarily be responsive to the much more
highly charged nature of religious questions in contemporary society.
Fourth, the American experiment in free public education available to all children has
been guided in large measure by the dramatic evolution of the religious diversity among the
population which our public schools serve. It is implicit in the history and character of
American public education that the public schools serve a uniquely public function: the
training of American citizens in an atmosphere free of parochial, divisive, or separatist
influences of any sort -- an atmosphere in which children may assimilate a heritage common
to all American groups and religions. This is a heritage neither theistic nor atheistic, but
simply civic and patriotic.
Attendance at the public schools has never been compulsory; parents remain morally and
constitutionally free to choose the academic environment in which they wish their children to
be educated. The relationship of the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment to the
public school system is preeminently that of reserving such a choice to the individual parent,
rather than vesting it in the majority of voters of each State or school district. The choice
which is thus preserved is between a public secular education with its uniquely democratic
values, and some form of private or sectarian education, which offers values of its own. In my
judgment the First Amendment forbids the State to inhibit that freedom of choice by
diminishing the attractiveness of either alternative -- either by restricting the liberty of the
private schools to inculcate whatever values they wish, or by jeopardizing the freedom of the
public schools from private or sectarian pressures. The choice between these very different
forms of education is one which our Constitution leaves to the individual parent. The lesson
of history -- drawn more from the experiences of other countries than from our own -- is that a
system of free public education forfeits its unique contribution to the growth of democratic
citizenship when that choice ceases to be freely available to each parent.
II.
....
III.
No one questions that the Framers of the First Amendment intended to restrict exclusively
the powers of the Federal Government. Whatever limitations that Amendment now imposes
upon the States derive from the Fourteenth Amendment. The process of absorption of the
religious guarantees of the First Amendment as protections against the States under the
Fourteenth Amendment began with the Free Exercise Clause. In 1923 the Court held that the
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protections of the Fourteenth included at least a person's freedom "to worship God according
to the dictates of his own conscience . . . ." Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390, 399.
The absorption of the Establishment Clause has, however, come later and by a route less
easily charted. It has been suggested, with some support in history, that absorption of the First
Amendment's ban against congressional legislation "respecting an establishment of religion"
is conceptually impossible because the Framers meant the Establishment Clause also to
foreclose any attempt by Congress to disestablish the existing official state churches. Whether
or not such was the understanding of the Framers and whether such a purpose would have
inhibited the absorption of the Establishment Clause at the threshold of the Nineteenth
Century are questions not dispositive of our present inquiry. For it is clear on the record of
history that the last of the formal state establishments was dissolved more than three decades
before the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified, and thus the problem of protecting official
state churches from federal encroachments could hardly have been any concern of those who
framed the post-Civil War Amendments. Any such objective of the First Amendment, having
become historical anachronism by 1868, cannot be thought to have deterred the absorption of
the Establishment Clause. That no organ of the Federal Government possessed in 1791 any
power to restrain the interference of the States in religious matters is indisputable. It is equally
plain that the Fourteenth Amendment created a panoply of new federal rights for the
protection of citizens of the various States. And among those rights was freedom from such
state governmental involvement in the affairs of religion as the Establishment Clause had
originally foreclosed on the part of Congress.
It has also been suggested that the "liberty" guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment
logically cannot absorb the Establishment Clause because that clause is not one of the
provisions of the Bill of Rights which in terms protects a "freedom" of the individual. The
fallacy in this contention is that it underestimates the role of the Establishment Clause as a
coguarantor, with the Free Exercise Clause, of religious liberty. The Framers did not entrust
the liberty of religious beliefs to either clause alone.
IV.
I turn now to the cases before us. The religious nature of the exercises here challenged
seems plain. Unless Engel v. Vitale is to be overruled, or we are to engage in wholly
disingenuous distinction, we cannot sustain these practices. Daily recital of the Lord's Prayer
and the reading of passages of Scripture are quite as clearly breaches of the command of the
Establishment Clause as was the daily use of the Regents' Prayer in the New York public
schools. Indeed, if anything, the Lord's Prayer and the Holy Bible are more clearly sectarian,
and the present violations of the First Amendment consequently more serious.
A.
It is not the business of this Court to gainsay the judgments of experts on matters of
pedagogy. The limited province of the courts is to determine whether the means which the
educators have chosen to achieve legitimate pedagogical ends infringe the constitutional
freedoms of the First Amendment. The secular purposes which devotional exercises are said
to serve fall into two categories -- those which depend upon an immediately religious
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experience shared by the participating children; and those which appear sufficiently divorced
from the religious content of the devotional material that they can be served equally by
nonreligious materials. With respect to the first objective, much has been written about the
moral and spiritual values of infusing some religious influence or instruction into the public
school classroom. To the extent that only religious materials will serve this purpose, it seems
to me that the purpose as well as the means is so plainly religious that the exercise is
necessarily forbidden by the Establishment Clause. The fact that purely secular benefits may
eventually result does not seem to me to justify the exercises, for similar indirect nonreligious
benefits could have been claimed for the released time program invalidated in McCollum.
The second justification assumes that religious exercises at the start of the school day
may directly serve solely secular ends -- for example, by fostering harmony and tolerance
among the pupils, enhancing the authority of the teacher, and inspiring better discipline. To
the extent that such benefits result not from the content of the readings and recitation, but
simply from the holding of such a solemn exercise at the opening assembly or the first class
of the day, it would seem that less sensitive materials might equally well serve the same
purpose. Such substitutes would, I think, be unsatisfactory or inadequate only to the extent
that the present activities do in fact serve religious goals.
B.
Second, it is argued that the particular practices involved in the two cases before us are
unobjectionable because they prefer no particular sect or sects at the expense of others. Both
the Baltimore and Abington procedures permit, for example, the reading of any of several
versions of the Bible, and this flexibility is said to ensure neutrality sufficiently to avoid the
constitutional prohibition. One answer, which might be dispositive, is that any version of the
Bible is inherently sectarian, else there would be no need to offer a system of rotation or
alternation of versions in the first place. The sectarian character of the Holy Bible has been at
the core of the whole controversy over religious practices in the public schools. To vary the
version may well be less offensive than to read from the King James version every day. But
the result even of this relatively benign procedure is that majority sects are preferred in
approximate proportion to their representation in the community and in the student body,
while the smaller sects suffer commensurate discrimination. So long as the subject matter of
the exercise is sectarian in character, these consequences cannot be avoided.
It has been suggested that a tentative solution to these problems may lie in the fashioning
of a "common core" of theology tolerable to all creeds but preferential to none. But "history is
not encouraging to" those who hope to fashion a "common denominator of religion detached
from its manifestation in any organized church." Thus, the notion of a "common core" litany
or supplication offends many deeply devout worshippers who do not find clearly sectarian
practices objectionable. Engel is surely authority that nonsectarian religious practices, equally
with sectarian exercises, violate the Establishment Clause.
C.
A third element which is said to absolve the practices involved in these cases is the
provision to excuse or exempt students who wish not to participate. The short answer is that
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the availability of excusal simply has no relevance to the establishment question, if it is once
found that these practices are essentially religious exercises designed at least in part to
achieve religious aims through the use of public school facilities during the school day.
To summarize my views concerning the merits of these two cases: The history, the
purpose and the operation of the daily prayer recital and Bible reading leave no doubt that
these practices standing by themselves constitute an impermissible breach of the
Establishment Clause. Such devotional exercises may well serve legitimate nonreligious
purposes. To the extent, however, that such purposes are really without religious significance,
it has never been demonstrated that secular means would not suffice. Under such
circumstances, the States may not employ religious means to reach a secular goal unless
secular means are wholly unavailing. I therefore agree with the Court.
V.
These considerations bring me to a final contention of the school officials in these cases:
that the invalidation of the exercises at bar permits this Court no alternative but to declare
unconstitutional every vestige, however slight, of cooperation or accommodation between
religion and government. I cannot accept that contention. While it is not, of course,
appropriate for this Court to decide questions not presently before it, I venture to suggest that
religious exercises in the public schools present a unique problem. For not every involvement
of religion in public life violates the Establishment Clause. Our decision in these cases does
not clearly forecast anything about the constitutionality of other types of interdependence
between religious and other public institutions.
Specifically, I believe that the line we must draw between the permissible and the
impermissible is one which accords with history and faithfully reflects the understanding of
the Founding Fathers. What the Framers meant to foreclose, and what our decisions under the
Establishment Clause have forbidden, are those involvements of religious with secular
institutions which (a) serve the essentially religious activities of religious institutions; (b)
employ the organs of government for essentially religious purposes; or (c) use essentially
religious means to serve governmental ends, where secular means would suffice. When the
secular and religious institutions become involved in such a manner, there inhere in the
relationship precisely those dangers -- as much to church as to state -- which the Framers
feared would subvert religious liberty and the strength of a system of secular government. On
the other hand, there may be myriad forms of involvements of government with religion
which do not import such dangers and therefore should not, in my judgment, be deemed to
violate the Establishment Clause.
The line between permissible and impermissible forms of involvement between
government and religion has already been considered by the lower federal and state courts. I
think a brief survey of certain of these forms of accommodation will reveal that the First
Amendment commands not official hostility toward religion, but only a strict neutrality in
matters of religion. Moreover, it may serve to suggest that the scope of our holding today is to
be measured by the special circumstances under which these cases have arisen, and by the
particular dangers to church and state which religious exercises in the public schools present.
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It may be helpful for purposes of analysis to group these other practices and forms of
accommodation into several rough categories.
A. The Conflict Between Establishment and Free Exercise. -- There are certain practices,
conceivably violative of the Establishment Clause, the striking down of which might seriously
interfere with certain religious liberties also protected by the First Amendment. Provisions for
churches and chaplains at military establishments for those in the armed services may afford
one such example. The like provision for chaplains in penal institutions may afford another
example. It is argued that such provisions may be sustained as necessary to secure those rights
guaranteed under the Free Exercise Clause. Since government has deprived such persons of
the opportunity to practice their faith at places of their choice, the government may provide
substitutes where it requires such persons to be. Such a principle might support, for example,
the constitutionality of draft exemptions for ministers; the excusal of children from school on
religious holidays; and the allowance by government of temporary use of public buildings by
religious organizations when their own churches have become unavailable because of a
disaster or emergency.
Such activities and practices seem distinguishable from the sponsorship of daily Bible
reading and prayer recital. For one thing, there is no element of coercion present in the
appointment of military or prison chaplains; the soldier or convict who declines the
opportunities for worship would not ordinarily subject himself to the suspicion or obloquy of
his peers. Of special significance to this distinction is the fact that we are dealing with adults,
not with impressionable children. Moreover, the school exercises are not designed to provide
the pupils with general opportunities for worship denied them by the legal obligation to attend
school. The student's compelled presence in school for five days a week in no way renders the
regular religious facilities of the community less accessible to him than they are to others. The
situation of the school child is therefore plainly unlike that of the soldier or the prisoner.
B. Establishment and Exercises in Legislative Bodies. -- The saying of invocational
prayers in legislative chambers, state or federal, and the appointment of legislative chaplains,
might well represent no involvements of the kind prohibited by the Establishment Clause.
Legislators are mature adults who may presumably absent themselves from such public and
ceremonial exercises without incurring any penalty, direct or indirect.
C. Non-Devotional Use of the Bible in the Public Schools. -- The holding of the Court
today plainly does not foreclose teaching about the Holy Scriptures or about the differences
between religious sects in classes in literature or history. To what extent, and at what points in
the curriculum, religious materials should be cited are matters which the courts ought to
entrust very largely to the experienced officials who superintend our Nation's public schools.
They are experts in such matters, and we are not.
We do not, however, in my view usurp the jurisdiction of school administrators by
holding that morning devotional exercises are invalid. But there is no occasion now to go
further and anticipate problems we cannot judge with the material now before us.
D. Uniform Tax Exemptions Incidentally Available to Religious Institutions. -- Nothing
we hold today questions the propriety of certain tax deductions or exemptions which
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incidentally benefit churches and religious institutions.
E. Religious Considerations in Public Welfare Programs. -- Since government may not
support or directly aid religious activities without violating the Establishment Clause, there
might be some doubt whether nondiscriminatory programs of governmental aid may
constitutionally include individuals who become eligible wholly or partially for religious
reasons. For example, it might be suggested that where a State provides unemployment
compensation generally to those who are unable to find suitable work, it may not extend such
benefits to persons who are unemployed by reason of religious beliefs or practices without
thereby establishing the religion to which those persons belong.
The inescapable flaw in the argument, I suggest, is its quite unrealistic view of the aims of
the Establishment Clause. The Framers were not concerned with the effects of certain
incidental aids to individual worshippers which come about as by-products of general and
nondiscriminatory welfare programs. If such benefits serve to make easier or less expensive
the practice of a particular creed, or of all religions, it can hardly be said that the purpose of
the program is in any way religious, or that the consequence of its nondiscriminatory
application is to create the forbidden degree of interdependence between secular and sectarian
institutions. I cannot therefore accept the suggestion that every judicial or administrative
construction which is designed to prevent a public welfare program from abridging the free
exercise of religious beliefs, is for that reason ipso facto an establishment of religion.
F. Activities Which, Though Religious in Origin, Have Ceased to Have Religious
Meaning. -- "[T]he 'Establishment' Clause does not ban regulation of conduct whose reason or
effect merely happens to coincide or harmonize with the tenets of some or all religions." This
rationale suggests that the use of the motto "In God We Trust" may not offend the clause. It is
not that the use of those four words can be dismissed as "de minimis." The truth is that we
have simply interwoven the motto so deeply into the fabric of our civil polity that its present
use may well not present that type of involvement which the First Amendment prohibits.
This general principle might also serve to insulate the various patriotic exercises and
activities used in the public schools and elsewhere which, whatever may have been their
origins, no longer have a religious purpose or meaning. The reference to divinity in the
revised pledge of allegiance, for example, may merely recognize the historical fact that our
Nation was believed to have been founded "under God." Thus reciting the pledge may be no
more of a religious exercise than the reading aloud of Lincoln's Gettysburg Address.
The principles which we reaffirm and apply today can hardly be thought novel or radical.
They are, in truth, as old as the Republic itself, and have always been as integral a part of the
First Amendment as the very words of that charter of religious liberty.
MR. JUSTICE GOLDBERG, with whom MR. JUSTICE HARLAN joins, concurring.
Neither government nor this Court can or should ignore the significance of the fact that a
vast portion of our people believe in and worship God and that many of our legal, political
and personal values derive historically from religious teachings. Government must inevitably
take cognizance of the existence of religion and, indeed, under certain circumstances the First
Amendment may require that it do so. Both the required and the permissible accommodations
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between state and church frame the relation as one free of hostility or favor and productive of
religious and political harmony, but without undue involvement of one in the concerns or
practices of the other. The judgment in each case is a delicate one, but it must be made if we
are to do loyal service to the ultimate First Amendment objective of religious liberty.
The practices here involved do not fall within any sensible or acceptable concept of
compelled or permitted accommodation and involve the state so significantly and directly in
the realm of the sectarian as to give rise to those very divisive influences and inhibitions of
freedom which both religion clauses of the First Amendment preclude. The state has ordained
and has utilized its facilities to engage in unmistakably religious exercises in a manner having
substantial and significant import and impact. The pervasive religiosity and direct
governmental involvement inhering in the prescription of prayer and Bible reading in the
public schools, during and as part of the curricular day, involving young impressionable
children whose school attendance is statutorily compelled, and utilizing the prestige, power,
and influence of school administration, staff, and authority, cannot realistically be termed
simply accommodation, and must fall within the interdiction of the First Amendment. I find
nothing in the opinion of the Court which says more than this.
The First Amendment does not prohibit practices which do not so directly or substantially
involve the state in religious exercises or in the favoring of religion as to have meaningful and
practical impact. It is of course true that great consequences can grow from small beginnings,
but the measure of constitutional adjudication is the ability and willingness to distinguish
between real threat and mere shadow.
MR. JUSTICE STEWART, dissenting.
I think the records in the two cases before us are so fundamentally deficient as to make
impossible an informed or responsible determination of the constitutional issues presented.
Specifically, I cannot agree that on these records we can say that the Establishment Clause
has necessarily been violated. But I think there exist serious questions under both that
provision and the Free Exercise Clause which require the remand of these cases for the taking
of additional evidence.
As a matter of history, the First Amendment was adopted solely as a limitation upon the
newly created National Government. The Establishment Clause was primarily an attempt to
insure that Congress not only would be powerless to establish a national church, but would
also be unable to interfere with existing state establishments. Each State was left free to go its
own way and pursue its own policy with respect to religion.
So matters stood until this Court's decision in Cantwell v. Connecticut. In that case the
Court said: "The First Amendment declares that Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof. The Fourteenth Amendment
has rendered the legislatures of the states as incompetent as Congress to enact such laws."
I accept without question that the liberty guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment
against impairment by the States embraces in full the right of free exercise of religion
protected by the First Amendment. I accept too the proposition that the Fourteenth
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Amendment has somehow absorbed the Establishment Clause, although it is not without irony
that a constitutional provision evidently designed to leave the States free to go their own way
should now have become a restriction upon their autonomy. But I cannot agree with the
insensitive definition of the Establishment Clause contained in the Court's opinion.
Unlike other First Amendment guarantees, there is an inherent limitation upon the
applicability of the Establishment Clause's ban on state support to religion. The central value
embodied in the First Amendment is the safeguarding of an individual's right to free exercise
of his religion. It is this concept of constitutional protection which makes the cases before us
such difficult ones for me. For there is involved in these cases a substantial free exercise
claim on the part of those who affirmatively desire to have their children's school day open
with the reading of passages from the Bible.
It might also be argued that parents who want their children exposed to religious
influences can adequately fulfill that wish off school property and outside school time. This
argument seriously misconceives the basic constitutional justification for permitting the
exercises at issue in these cases. For a compulsory state educational system so structures a
child's life that if religious exercises are held to be an impermissible activity in schools,
religion is placed at an artificial and state-created disadvantage. Viewed in this light,
permission of such exercises for those who want them is necessary if the schools are truly to
be neutral in the matter of religion. And a refusal to permit religious exercises thus is seen,
not as the realization of state neutrality, but rather as the establishment of a religion of
secularism, or at the least, as government support of the beliefs of those who think that
religious exercises should be conducted only in private. What these cases compel is an
analysis of just what the "neutrality" is which is required by the interplay of the Establishment
and Free Exercise Clauses.
It may well be that even the supposed benefits to be derived from noncoercive religious
exercises in public schools are incommensurate with the administrative problems which they
would create. The choice involved, however, is one for each local community and its school
board, and not for this Court. Religious exercises are not constitutionally invalid if they
simply reflect differences which exist in the society from which the school draws its pupils.
They become constitutionally invalid only if their administration places the sanction of
secular authority behind one or more particular religious or irreligious beliefs.
To be specific, it seems to me clear that certain types of exercises would present situations
in which no possibility of coercion on the part of secular officials could be claimed to exist.
Thus, if such exercises were held either before or after the official school day, or if the school
schedule were such that participation were merely one among a number of desirable
alternatives, it could hardly be contended that the exercises did anything more than to provide
an opportunity for the voluntary expression of religious belief. On the other hand, a law which
provided for religious exercises during the school day and which contained no excusal
provision would obviously be unconstitutionally coercive upon those who did not wish to
participate. And even under a law containing an excusal provision, if the exercises were held
during the school day, and no equally desirable alternative were provided by the school
authorities, the likelihood that children might be under at least some psychological
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compulsion to participate would be great. In a case such as the latter, however, I think we
would err if we assumed such coercion in the absence of any evidence.
Viewed in this light, it seems to me clear that the records in both of the cases before us are
wholly inadequate to support an informed or responsible decision. I would remand both cases
for further hearings.

BOARD OF EDUCATION OF CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 1 v. ALLEN,
COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION OF NEW YORK
392 U.S. 236 (1968)
MR. JUSTICE WHITE delivered the opinion of the Court.
A law of the State of New York requires local public school authorities to lend textbooks
free of charge to all students in grades seven through 12; students attending private schools
are included. This case presents the question whether this statute is a "law respecting an
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof," and so in conflict with the
First and Fourteenth Amendments, because it authorizes the loan of textbooks to students
attending parochial schools. We hold that the law is not in violation of the Constitution.
Until 1965, § 701 of the Education Law of the State of New York authorized public
school boards to designate textbooks for use in the public schools, to purchase such books
with public funds, and to rent or sell the books to public school students. In 1965 the
Legislature amended § 701. Beginning with the 1966-1967 school year, local school boards
were required to purchase textbooks and lend them without charge "to all children residing in
such district who are enrolled in grades seven to twelve of a public or private school which
complies with the compulsory education law." The books now loaned are "textbooks which
are designated for use in any public, elementary or secondary schools of the state or are
approved by any boards of education," and which "a pupil is required to use as a text for a
semester or more in a particular class in the school he legally attends."
Appellant Board of Education of Central School District No. 1 in Rensselaer and
Columbia Counties, brought suit in the New York courts against appellee James Allen. The
complaint alleged that § 701 violated the Federal Constitution; that if appellants, in reliance
on their interpretation of the Constitution, failed to lend books to parochial school students
appellee Allen would remove appellants from office; and that to prevent this, appellants were
complying with the law. The trial court held the law unconstitutional under the First and
Fourteenth Amendments. On appeal, the New York Court of Appeals held that § 701 was not
in violation of the Federal Constitution. The Court of Appeals said that the law's purpose was
to benefit all schoolchildren, regardless of the type of school they attended, and that only
textbooks approved by public school authorities could be loaned. It therefore considered §
701 "completely neutral with respect to religion, merely making available secular textbooks at
the request of the individual student and asking no question about what school he attends."
Section 701, the Court of Appeals concluded, is not a law which "establishes a religion or
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constitutes the use of public funds to aid religious schools."
Everson v. Board of Education, 330 U.S. 1 (1947), is the case decided by this Court that
is most nearly in point for today's problem. Everson and later cases have shown that the line
between state neutrality to religion and state support of religion is not easy to locate. "The
constitutional standard is the separation of Church and State. The problem, like many
problems in constitutional law, is one of degree." Zorach v. Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 314
(1952). Based on Everson, Zorach, McGowan, and other cases, Abington School District v.
Schempp, 374 U.S. 203 (1963), fashioned a test subscribed to by eight Justices for
distinguishing between forbidden involvements of the State with religion and those contacts
which the Establishment Clause permits:
"The test may be stated as follows: what are the purpose and the primary effect of the
enactment? If either is the advancement or inhibition of religion then the enactment exceeds
the scope of legislative power as circumscribed by the Constitution. To withstand the
strictures of the Establishment Clause there must be a secular legislative purpose and a
primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion. Everson v. Board of Education. . . ."
This test is not easy to apply, but the citation of Everson by the Schempp Court to support
its general standard made clear how the Schempp rule would be applied to the facts of
Everson. The statute upheld in Everson would be considered a law having "a secular
legislative purpose and a primary effect that neither advances nor inhibits religion." We reach
the same result with respect to the New York law. The express purpose of § 701 was stated by
the New York Legislature to be furtherance of the educational opportunities available to the
young. Appellants have shown us nothing about the necessary effects of the statute that is
contrary to its stated purpose. The law merely makes available to all children the benefits of a
general program to lend school books free of charge. Books are furnished at the request of the
pupil and ownership remains, at least technically, in the State. Thus no funds or books are
furnished to parochial schools, and the financial benefit is to parents and children, not to
schools.1 Perhaps free books make it more likely that some children choose to attend a
sectarian school, but that was true of the state-paid bus fares in Everson and does not alone
demonstrate an unconstitutional degree of support for a religious institution.
It should be noted that the record contains no evidence that any of the private schools in
appellants' districts previously provided textbooks for their students. There is some evidence
that at least some of the schools did not.

1

While the record and the state court opinions in this case contained no information
about how the books are transferred from the Boards of Education to individual students, both
parties suggested in their briefs and on oral argument that New York permits private schools to
submit to boards of education summaries of the requests for textbooks filed by individual
students, and also permits private schools to store on their premises the textbooks being loaned
by the Board of Education to the students. For purposes of this case we consider the New York
statute to permit these procedures. So construing the statute, we find it in conformity with the
Constitution, for the books are furnished for the use of individual students and at their request.
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Of course books are different from buses. Most bus rides have no inherent religious
significance, while religious books are common. However, the language of § 701 does not
authorize the loan of religious books, and the State claims no right to distribute religious
literature. Although the books loaned are those required by the parochial school for use in
specific courses, each book loaned must be approved by the public school authorities; only
secular books may receive approval. In judging the validity of the statute on this record we
must proceed on the assumption that books loaned to students are books that are not
unsuitable for use in the public schools because of religious content.
The major reason offered by appellants for distinguishing free textbooks from free bus
fares is that books, but not buses, are critical to the teaching process, and in a sectarian school
that process is employed to teach religion. However this Court has long recognized that
religious schools pursue two goals, religious instruction and secular education.
We cannot agree with appellants either that all teaching in a sectarian school is religious
or that the processes of secular and religious training are so intertwined that secular textbooks
furnished to students by the public are in fact instrumental in the teaching of religion. This
case comes to us after summary judgment entered on the pleadings. Nothing in this record
supports the proposition that all textbooks, whether they deal with mathematics, physics,
foreign languages, history, or literature, are used by the parochial schools to teach religion.
No evidence has been offered about particular schools, particular courses, particular teachers,
or particular books. We are unable to hold, based solely on judicial notice, that this statute
results in unconstitutional involvement of the State with religious instruction or that § 701 is a
law respecting the establishment of religion within the meaning of the First Amendment.
Appellants also contend that § 701 offends the Free Exercise Clause of the First
Amendment. However, "it is necessary in a free exercise case for one to show the coercive
effect of the enactment as it operates against him in the practice of his religion," Abington
School District v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 223 (1963), and appellants have not contended that
the New York law in any way coerces them as individuals in the practice of their religion.
MR. JUSTICE HARLAN, concurring.
Although I join the opinion and judgment of the Court, I wish to emphasize certain of the
principles which I believe to be central to the determination of this case, and which I think are
implicit in the Court's decision.
The attitude of government toward religion must, as this Court has frequently observed,
be one of neutrality. Neutrality is, however, a coat of many colors. It requires that
"government neither engage in nor compel religious practices, that it effect no favoritism
among sects or between religion and nonreligion, and that it work deterrence of no religious
belief." Abington School District v. Schempp. Realization of these objectives entails "no
simple and clear measure" by which this or any case may readily be decided, but these
objectives do suggest the principles which I believe to be applicable in the present
circumstances. I would hold that where the contested governmental activity is calculated to
achieve nonreligious purposes otherwise within the competence of the State, and where the
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activity does not involve the State "so significantly and directly in the realm of the sectarian
as to give rise to . . . divisive influences and inhibitions of freedom," it is not forbidden by the
religious clauses of the First Amendment.
In my opinion, § 701 of the Education Law of New York does not employ religion as its
standard for action or inaction, and is not otherwise inconsistent with these principles.
MR. JUSTICE BLACK, dissenting.
I believe the New York law held valid is a flat, flagrant, open violation of the First and
Fourteenth Amendments. For that reason I would reverse the New York Court of Appeals'
judgment. This, I am confident, would be in keeping with the deliberate statement we made in
Everson v. Board of Education and repeated in McCollum v. Board of Education.
The Everson and McCollum cases plainly interpret the First and Fourteenth Amendments
as protecting the taxpayers of a State from being compelled to pay taxes to their government
to support the agencies of private religious organizations the taxpayers oppose. To authorize a
State to tax its residents for such church purposes is to put the State squarely in the religious
activities of certain religious groups that happen to be strong enough politically to write their
own religious preferences and prejudices into the laws. It was to escape laws precisely like
this that a large part of the Nation's early immigrants fled to this country. It was also to escape
such laws and such consequences that the First Amendment was written in language strong
and clear barring passage of any law "respecting an establishment of religion."
I know of no prior opinion of this Court upon which the majority here can rightfully rely
to support its holding this New York law constitutional. In saying this, I am not unmindful of
the fact that the New York Court of Appeals purported to follow Everson v. Board of
Education in which this Court, in an opinion written by me, upheld a New Jersey law
authorizing reimbursement to parents for the transportation of children attending sectarian
schools. That law did not attempt to deny the benefit of its general terms to children of any
faith going to any legally authorized school. Thus, it was treated in the same way as a general
law paying the streetcar fare of all school children, or a law providing midday lunches for all
children or all school children, or a law to provide police protection for children going to and
from school, or general laws to provide police and fire protection for buildings, including, of
course, churches and church school buildings as well as others.
As my Brother DOUGLAS so forcefully shows, in an argument with which I fully agree,
upholding a State's power to pay bus or streetcar fares for school children cannot provide
support for the validity of a state law using tax-raised funds to buy school books for a
religious school. The First Amendment's bar to establishment of religion must preclude a
State from using funds levied from all of its citizens to purchase books for use by sectarian
schools, which, although "secular," realistically will in some way inevitably tend to propagate
the religious views of the favored sect. Books are the most essential tool of education since
they contain the resources of knowledge which the educational process is designed to exploit.
In this sense it is not difficult to distinguish books, which are the heart of any school, from
bus fares, which provide a convenient and helpful general public transportation service. With
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respect to the former, state financial support actively and directly assists the teaching and
propagation of sectarian religious viewpoints in clear conflict with the First Amendment's
establishment bar; with respect to the latter, the State merely provides a general and
nondiscriminatory transportation service in no way related to substantive religious views and
beliefs.
This New York law, it may be said by some, makes but a small inroad and does not
amount to complete state establishment of religion. But that is no excuse for upholding it. It
requires no prophet to foresee that on the argument used to support this law others could be
upheld providing for state or federal government funds to buy property on which to erect
religious school buildings or to erect the buildings themselves, to pay the salaries of the
religious school teachers, and finally to have the sectarian religious groups cease to rely on
voluntary contributions of members of their sects while waiting for the Government to pick
up all the bills for the religious schools. Arguments made in favor of this New York law point
squarely in this direction, namely, that the fact that government has not heretofore aided
religious schools with tax-raised funds amounts to a discrimination against those schools and
against religion.
I still subscribe to the belief that tax-raised funds cannot constitutionally be used to
support religious schools, buy their school books, erect their buildings, pay their teachers, or
pay any other of their maintenance expenses, even to the extent of one penny. The First
Amendment's prohibition against establishment of religion was written on the assumption that
state aid to religion generates discord, disharmony, hatred, and strife among our people, and
that any government that supplies such aids is to that extent a tyranny. And I still believe that
the only way to protect minority religious groups from majority groups in this country is to
keep the wall of separation between church and state high and impregnable. The Court's
affirmance here bodes nothing but evil to religious peace in this country.
MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, dissenting.
We have for review a statute which authorizes New York to supply textbooks to students
in parochial as well as in public schools. The statute on its face empowers each parochial
school to determine for itself which textbooks will be eligible for loans to its students. This
initial and crucial selection is undoubtedly made by the parochial school's principal or
instructors, who are, in the case of Roman Catholic schools, normally priests or nuns.
The next step under the Act is an "individual request" for an eligible textbook, but the
State Education Department has ruled that a pupil may make his request to the local public
board of education through a "private school official." And forms for textbook requisitions to
be filled out by the head of the private school are provided.
The role of the local public school board is to decide whether to veto the selection made
by the parochial school. This is done by determining first whether the text has been or should
be "approved" for use in public schools and second whether the text is "secular," "non-
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religious," or "non-sectarian."1 The local boards apparently have broad discretion in
exercising this veto power.2
Thus the statutory system provides that the parochial school will ask for the books that it
wants. Can there be the slightest doubt that the head of the parochial school will select the
book or books that best promote its sectarian creed? If the board of education supinely
submits by approving and supplying the sectarian or sectarian-oriented textbooks, the struggle
to keep church and state separate has been lost. If the board resists, then the battle line
between church and state will have been drawn and the contest will be on to keep the school
board independent or to put it under church domination and control.
Whatever may be said of Everson, there is nothing ideological about a bus. There is
nothing ideological about a school lunch, or a public nurse, or a scholarship. The
constitutionality of such public aid to students in parochial schools turns on considerations
not present in this case. The textbook goes to the very heart of education in a parochial
school. It is the chief, although not solitary, instrumentality for propagating a particular
religious faith. How can we possibly approve such state aid to a religion? A parochial school
textbook may contain many, many more seeds of creed and dogma than a prayer.
Judge Van Voorhis, said that the difficulty with the textbook loan program "is that there is
no reliable standard by which secular and religious textbooks can be distinguished from each
other." The New York Legislature felt that science was a non-sectarian subject. Does this
mean that any general science textbook intended for use in grades 7-12 may be provided by
the State to parochial school students? May John M. Scott's Adventures in Science (1963) be
supplied under the textbook loan program? This book teaches embryology in the following
manner:
"The body of a human being grows in the same way, but it is much more remarkable than
that of any animal, for the embryo has a human soul infused into the body by God. Human
parents are partners with God in creation. They have very great powers and great
responsibilities, for through their cooperation with God souls are born for heaven."
Comparative economics would seem to be a nonsectarian subject. Will New York, then,

1

The legislature, in its "statement of policy" to the Act, speaks of aiding instruction in
"non-sectarian subjects," and gives as examples "science, mathematics, [and] foreign languages."
2

For example the regulations of the Board of Education of the City of New York
respecting approval of textbooks for public schools contain no limitations directly relevant to the
question of sectarianism. The material is to "promote the objectives of the educational program,"
"treat the subject competently and accurately," "be in good taste," "have a wholesome tone that
is consonant with right conduct and civic values," "be in harmony with American democratic
ideals and moral values," "be free of any reflection on the dignity and status of any group, race,
or religion, whether expressed or implied, by statement or omission," and "be free of
objectionable features of over-dramatization, violence, or crime." Guiding Principles for Schools
in the Selection and Use of "Non-Listed" Instructional Materials (1952).
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provide Arthur J. Hughes' general history text, Man in Time (1964), to parochial school
students? It treats that topic in this manner:
"Capitalism is an economic system based on man's right to private property and on his
freedom to use that property in producing goods which will earn him a just profit on his
investment. Man's right to private property stems from the Natural Law implanted in him by
God. It is as much a part of man's nature as the will to self-preservation."
Even where the treatment given to a particular topic in a school textbook is not blatantly
sectarian, it will necessarily have certain shadings that will lead a parochial school to prefer
one text over another.
The Crusades, for example, may be taught as a Christian undertaking to "save the Holy
Land" from the Moslem Turks who "became a threat to Christianity and its holy places,"
which "they did not treat . . . with respect"(H. Wilson, F. Wilson, B. Erb & E. Clucas, Out of
the Past 284 (1954)), or as essentially a series of wars born out of political and materialistic
motives (see G. Leinwand, The Pageant of World History 136-137 (1965)).
Is the dawn of man to be explained in the words, "God created man and made man master
of the earth" (P. Furlong, The Old World and America 5 (1937)), or in the language of
evolution (see T. Wallbank, Man's Story 32-35 (1961))?
It will be often difficult, as Mr. Justice Jackson said, to say "where the secular ends and
the sectarian begins in education." But certain it is that once the so-called "secular" textbook
is the prize to be won by that religious faith which selects the book, the battle will be on for
those positions of control. Judge Van Voorhis expressed the fear that in the end the state
might dominate the church. Others fear that one sectarian group, gaining control of the state
agencies which approve the "secular" textbooks, will use their control to disseminate ideas
most congenial to their faith.
In general textbooks are approved for distribution by "boards of education, trustees or
such body or officer as perform the functions of such boards . . . ." New York Education Law
§ 701, subd. 1. These school boards are generally elected, though in a few cities they are
appointed. Where there are trustees, they are elected. And superintendents who advise on
textbook selection are appointed by the board of education or the trustees.
The initiative to select and requisition "the books desired" is with the parochial school.
Powerful religious-political pressures will therefore be on the state agencies to provide the
books that are desired.
These then are the battlegrounds where control of textbook distribution will be won or
lost. Now that "secular" textbooks will pour into religious schools, we can rest assured that a
contest will be on to provide those books for religious schools which the dominant religious
group concludes best reflect the theocentric or other philosophy of the particular church. The
stakes are now extremely high to obtain approval of what is "proper." For the "proper" books
will radiate the "correct" religious view.
Even if I am wrong in that basic premise, we still should not affirm the judgment below.
Judge Van Voorhis, dissenting in the New York Court of Appeals, thought that the result of
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tying parochial school textbooks to public funds would be to put nonsectarian books into
religious schools, which in the long view would tend towards state domination of the church.
That would, indeed, be the result if the school boards did not succumb to "sectarian" pressure
or control. So, however the case be viewed -- whether sectarian groups win control of school
boards or do not gain such control -- the principle of separation of church and state, inherent
in the Establishment Clause of the First Amendment, is violated by what we today approve.
MR. JUSTICE FORTAS, dissenting.
The majority upholds the New York statute by ignoring a vital aspect of it. Public funds
are used to buy, for students in sectarian schools, textbooks which are selected and prescribed
by the sectarian schools themselves. Despite the transparent camouflage that the books are
furnished to students, the reality is that they are selected and their use is prescribed by the
sectarian authorities. The State cannot choose the book to be used. It is true that the public
school boards must "approve" the book selected by the sectarian authorities; but this has no
real significance. The purpose of these provisions is to hold out promise that the books will be
"secular;" but the fact remains that the books are chosen by and for the sectarian schools.
It is misleading to say, as the majority opinion does, that the New York "law merely
makes available to all children the benefits of a general program to lend school books free of
charge." This is not a "general" program. It is a specific program to use state funds to buy
books prescribed by sectarian schools. It could be called a "general" program only if the
school books made available to all children were precisely the same -- the books selected for
and used in the public schools.
This case is not within the principle of Everson. Apart from the differences between
textbooks and bus rides, the present statute does not call for extending to children attending
sectarian schools the same service extended to children in public schools. This statute calls
for furnishing special, separate, and particular books, specially, separately, and particularly
chosen by religious sects or their representatives for use in their sectarian schools. This is the
feature that makes it impossible, in my view, to reach any conclusion other than that this
statute is an unconstitutional use of public funds to support an establishment of religion.
This is the feature of the present statute that makes it totally inaccurate to suggest, as the
majority does here, that furnishing these specially selected books for use in sectarian schools
is like "public provision of police and fire protection, sewage facilities, and streets and
sidewalks." These are furnished to all alike. They are not selected on the basis of specification
by a religious sect. And patrons of any one sect do not receive services or facilities different
from those accorded members of other religions or agnostics or even atheists.
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WALZ v. TAX COMMISSION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
397 U.S. 664 (1970)
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER delivered the opinion of the Court.
Appellant, owner of real estate in Richmond County, New York, sought an injunction to
prevent the New York City Tax Commission from granting property tax exemptions to
religious organizations for religious properties used solely for religious worship. The
exemption from state taxes is authorized by Art. 16, § 1, of the New York Constitution, which
provides in relevant part:
"Exemptions from taxation may be granted only by general laws. Exemptions may be
altered or repealed except those exempting real or personal property used exclusively for
religious, educational or charitable purposes as defined by law and owned by any corporation
or association organized or conducted exclusively for one or more of such purposes and not
operating for profit."1
The essence of appellant's contention was that the grant of an exemption to church property
indirectly requires the appellant to make a contribution to religious bodies and thereby
violates the First Amendment.
I
The Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses of the First Amendment are not the most
precisely drawn portions of the Constitution. The Court has struggled to find a neutral course
between the two Religion Clauses, both of which are cast in absolute terms, and either of
which, if expanded to a logical extreme, would tend to clash with the other. The general
principle deducible from all that has been said by the Court is this: that we will not tolerate
either governmentally established religion or governmental interference with religion. Short
of those expressly proscribed governmental acts there is room for play in the joints productive
of a benevolent neutrality which will permit religious exercise to exist without sponsorship
and without interference.
Each value judgment under the Religion Clauses must therefore turn on whether particular
acts in question are intended to establish or interfere with religious beliefs and practices or
have the effect of doing so. Adherence to the policy of neutrality that derives from an

1

Art. 16, § 1, of the New York State Constitution is implemented by § 420, subd. 1, of
the New York Real Property Tax Law which states in pertinent part:
"Real property owned by a corporation or association organized exclusively for the moral or
mental improvement of men and women, or for religious, bible, tract, charitable, benevolent,
missionary, hospital, infirmary, educational, public playground, scientific, literary, bar
association, medical society, library, patriotic, historical or cemetery purposes . . . and used
exclusively for carrying out thereupon one or more of such purposes . . . shall be exempt from
taxation as provided in this section."
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accommodation of the Establishment and Free Exercise Clauses has prevented the kind of
involvement that would tip the balance toward government control of churches or
governmental restraint on religious practice. No perfect or absolute separation is really
possible; the very existence of the Religion Clauses is an involvement of sorts -- one that
seeks to mark boundaries to avoid excessive entanglement.
In Everson the Court declined to construe the Religion Clauses with a literalness that
would undermine the ultimate constitutional objective as illuminated by history. Surely, bus
transportation and police protection to pupils who receive religious instruction "aid" that
particular religion to maintain schools that plainly tend to assure future adherents to a
particular faith. But if as in Everson buses can be provided to carry and policemen to protect
church school pupils, we fail to see how a broader range of police and fire protection given
equally to all churches, along with nonprofit hospitals, art galleries, and libraries receiving the
same tax exemption, is different for purposes of the Religion Clauses.
With all the risks inherent in programs that bring about administrative relationships
between public education bodies and church-sponsored schools, we have been able to chart a
course that preserved the autonomy and freedom of religious bodies while avoiding any
semblance of established religion. This is a "tight rope" and one we have successfully
traversed.
II
The legislative purpose of the property tax exemption is neither the advancement nor the
inhibition of religion; it is neither sponsorship nor hostility. New York has determined that
certain entities that exist in a harmonious relationship to the community at large, and that
foster its "moral or mental improvement," should not be inhibited in their activities by
property taxation or the hazard of loss of those properties for nonpayment of taxes. It has not
singled out one particular church or religious group or even churches as such; rather, it has
granted exemption to all houses of religious worship within a broad class of property owned
by nonprofit, quasi-public corporations which include hospitals, libraries, playgrounds,
scientific, professional, historical, and patriotic groups. The State has an affirmative policy
that considers these groups as beneficial and stabilizing influences in community life and
finds this classification useful, desirable, and in the public interest.
Governments have not always been tolerant of religious activity, and hostility toward
religion has taken many shapes and forms. Grants of exemption historically reflect the
concern of authors of constitutions and statutes as to the latent dangers inherent in the
imposition of property taxes; exemption constitutes a reasonable and balanced attempt to
guard against those dangers. The limits of permissible state accommodation to religion are by
no means co-extensive with the noninterference mandated by the Free Exercise Clause. We
cannot read New York's statute as attempting to establish religion; it is simply sparing the
exercise of religion from the burden of property taxation levied on private profit institutions.
We find it unnecessary to justify the tax exemption on the social welfare services or "good
works" that some churches perform for parishioners and others -- family counselling, aid to
the elderly and the infirm, and to children. Churches vary substantially in the scope of such
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services. To give emphasis to so variable an aspect of the work of religious bodies would
introduce an element of governmental evaluation and standards as to the worth of particular
social welfare programs, thus producing a kind of continuing day-to-day relationship which
the policy of neutrality seeks to minimize. Hence, the use of a social welfare yardstick as a
significant element to qualify for tax exemption could conceivably give rise to confrontations
that could escalate to constitutional dimensions.
Determining that the legislative purpose of tax exemption is not aimed at establishing,
sponsoring, or supporting religion does not end the inquiry, however. We must also be sure
that the end result -- the effect -- is not an excessive government entanglement with religion.
The test is inescapably one of degree. Either course, taxation of churches or exemption,
occasions some degree of involvement with religion. Elimination of exemption would tend to
expand the involvement of government by giving rise to tax valuation of church property, tax
liens, tax foreclosures, and the direct confrontations and conflicts that follow in the train of
those legal processes.
Granting tax exemptions to churches necessarily operates to afford an indirect economic
benefit and also gives rise to some, but yet a lesser, involvement than taxing them. In
analyzing either alternative the questions are whether the involvement is excessive, and
whether it is a continuing one calling for official and continuing surveillance leading to an
impermissible degree of entanglement. Obviously a direct money subsidy would be a
relationship pregnant with involvement and could encompass sustained and detailed
administrative relationships for enforcement of statutory or administrative standards, but that
is not this case. The hazards of churches supporting government are hardly less in their
potential than the hazards of government supporting churches; each relationship carries some
involvement rather than the desired insulation and separation.
The grant of a tax exemption is not sponsorship since the government does not transfer
part of its revenue to churches but simply abstains from demanding that the church support
the state. No one has ever suggested that tax exemption has converted libraries, art galleries,
or hospitals into arms of the state or put employees "on the public payroll." There is no
genuine nexus between tax exemption and establishment of religion. The exemption creates
only a minimal and remote involvement between church and state and far less than taxation of
churches. It restricts the fiscal relationship between church and state, and tends to
complement and reinforce the desired separation insulating each from the other.
All of the 50 States provide for tax exemption of places of worship, most of them doing so
by constitutional guarantees. For so long as federal income taxes have had any potential
impact on churches -- over 75 years -- religious organizations have been expressly exempt
from the tax. Such treatment is an "aid" to churches no more and no less in principle than the
real estate tax exemption granted by States. Few concepts are more deeply embedded in the
fabric of our national life, beginning with pre-Revolutionary colonial times, than for the
government to exercise at the very least this kind of benevolent neutrality toward churches
and religious exercise generally so long as none was favored over others and none suffered
interference.
It is significant that Congress, from its earliest days, has viewed the Religion Clauses of
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the Constitution as authorizing statutory real estate tax exemption to religious bodies. In 1802
the 7th Congress enacted a taxing statute for the County of Alexandria, adopting the 1800
Virginia statutory pattern which provided tax exemptions for churches. As early as 1813 the
12th Congress refunded import duties paid by religious societies on the importation of
religious articles. During this period the City Council of Washington, D. C., acting under
congressional authority, enacted a series of real and personal property assessments that
uniformly exempted church property.
It is obviously correct that no one acquires a vested or protected right in violation of the
Constitution by long use, even when that span of time covers our entire national existence and
indeed predates it. Yet an unbroken practice of according the exemption to churches, openly
and by affirmative state action, not covertly or by state inaction, is not something to be lightly
cast aside.
Nothing in this national attitude toward religious tolerance and two centuries of
uninterrupted freedom from taxation has given the remotest sign of leading to an established
church or religion. Thus, it is hardly useful to suggest that tax exemption is but the "foot in
the door" or the "nose of the camel in the tent" leading to an established church. If tax
exemption can be seen as this first step toward "establishment" of religion, the second step
has been long in coming. Any move that realistically "establishes" a church or tends to do so
can be dealt with "while this Court sits."
MR. JUSTICE BRENNAN, concurring.
In my view, the history, purpose, and operation of real property tax exemptions for
religious organizations must be examined to determine whether the Establishment Clause is
breached by such exemptions.
The existence from the beginning of the Nation's life of a practice, such as tax exemptions
for religious organizations, is not conclusive of its constitutionality. But such practice is a fact
of considerable import in the interpretation of abstract constitutional language. The more
longstanding and widely accepted a practice, the greater its impact upon constitutional
interpretation. History is particularly compelling in the present case because of the
undeviating acceptance given religious tax exemptions from our earliest days as a Nation. The
exemptions have continued uninterrupted to the present day. They are in force in all 50 States.
No judicial decision, state or federal, has ever held that they violate the Establishment Clause.
Government has two basic secular purposes for granting real property tax exemptions to
religious organizations. First, these organizations are exempted because they, among a range
of other private, nonprofit organizations contribute to the well-being of the community in a
variety of nonreligious ways, and thereby bear burdens that would otherwise either have to be
met by general taxation, or be left undone, to the detriment of the community.
Appellant seeks to avoid the force of this secular purpose by limiting his challenge to
"exemptions from real property taxation to religious organizations on real property used
exclusively for religious purposes." Appellant assumes, apparently, that church-owned
property is used for exclusively religious purposes if it does not house a hospital, orphanage,
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weekday school, or the like. Any assumption that a church building itself is used for
exclusively religious activities, however, rests on a simplistic view of ordinary church
operations. As the appellee's brief cogently observes, "the public welfare activities and the
sectarian activities of religious institutions are . . . intertwined . . . . Often a particular church
will use the same personnel, facilities and source of funds to carry out both its secular and
religious activities." Accordingly, the funds used to maintain the facilities as a place for
religious worship and study also maintain them as a place for secular activities beneficial to
the community as a whole.
Second, government grants exemptions to religious organizations because they uniquely
contribute to the pluralism of American society by their religious activities. Government may
properly include religious institutions among the variety of private, nonprofit groups that
receive tax exemptions, for each group contributes to the diversity of association, viewpoint,
and enterprise essential to a vigorous, pluralistic society. To this end, New York extends its
exemptions not only to religious and social service organizations but also to scientific,
literary, bar, library, patriotic, and historical groups, and generally to institutions "organized
exclusively for the moral or mental improvement of men and women." The very breadth of
this scheme negates any suggestion that the State intends to single out religious organizations
for special preference. The exemptions merely facilitate the existence of a broad range of
private, nonprofit organizations, among them religious groups, by leaving each free to come
into existence, then to flourish or wither, without being burdened by real property taxes.
Although governmental purposes for granting religious exemptions may be wholly
secular, exemptions can nonetheless violate the Establishment Clause if they result in
extensive state involvement with religion. Accordingly, those who urge the exemptions'
unconstitutionality argue that exemptions are the equivalent of governmental subsidy of
churches. Tax exemptions and general subsidies, however, are qualitatively different. An
exemption assists the exempted enterprise only passively, by relieving a privately funded
venture of the burden of paying taxes. Tax exemptions constitute mere passive state
involvement with religion and not the affirmative involvement characteristic of outright
governmental subsidy.
Even though exemptions produce only passive state involvement with religion,
nonetheless some argue that their termination would be desirable as a means of reducing the
level of church-state contact. But it cannot realistically be said that termination of religious
tax exemptions would quantitatively lessen the extent of state involvement with religion.
Appellee contends that "as a practical matter, the public welfare activities and the sectarian
activities of religious institutions are so intertwined that they cannot be separated for the
purpose of determining eligibility for tax exemptions." If not impossible, the separation would
certainly involve extensive state investigation into church operations and finances. Moreover,
the termination of exemptions would give rise, as the Court says, to the necessity for "tax
valuation of church property, tax liens, tax foreclosures, and the direct confrontations and
conflicts that follow in the train of those legal processes." Whether Government grants or
withholds the exemptions, it is going to be involved with religion.
Against the background of this survey of the history, purpose, and operation of religious
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tax exemptions, I must conclude that the exemptions do not "serve the essentially religious
activities of religious institutions." Their principal effect is to carry out secular purposes. Nor
do I find that the exemptions "employ the organs of government for essentially religious
purposes." Finally, I do not think that the exemptions "use essentially religious means to serve
governmental ends, where secular means would suffice." Viewed in this light, there is no
nonreligious substitute for religion as an element in our societal mosaic, just as there is no
nonliterary substitute for literary groups.
Opinion of MR. JUSTICE HARLAN, concurring.
Neutrality and voluntarism stand as barriers against the most egregious and hence divisive
kinds of state involvement in religious matters. While these concepts are at the "core" of the
Religion Clauses, they may not suffice by themselves to achieve in all cases the purposes of
the First Amendment. This legislation neither encourages nor discourages participation in
religious life and thus satisfies the voluntarism requirement of the First Amendment.
The statute also satisfies the requirement of neutrality. Neutrality in its application
requires an equal protection mode of analysis. In any particular case the critical question is
whether the circumference of legislation encircles a class so broad that it can be fairly
concluded that religious institutions could be thought to fall within the natural perimeter.
The statute that implements New York's constitutional provision for tax exemptions to
religious organizations has defined a class of nontaxable entities whose common denominator
is their nonprofit pursuit of activities devoted to cultural and moral improvement and the
doing of "good works" by performing certain social services in the community that might
otherwise have to be assumed by government. The statute by its terms grants this exemption
in furtherance of moral and intellectual diversity and would appear not to omit any
organization that could be reasonably thought to contribute to that goal.
To the extent that religious institutions sponsor the secular activities that this legislation is
designed to promote, it is consistent with neutrality to grant them an exemption just as other
organizations devoting resources to these projects receive exemptions. I think, moreover, in
the context of a statute so broad as the one before us, churches may properly receive an
exemption even though they do not themselves sponsor the secular-type activities mentioned
in the statute. As long as the breadth of exemption includes groups that pursue cultural, moral,
or spiritual improvement in multifarious secular ways, including, I would suppose, groups
whose avowed tenets may be antitheological, atheistic, or agnostic, I can see no lack of
neutrality in extending the benefit of the exemption to organized religious groups.
Whether the present exemption entails that degree of involvement with government that
presents a threat of fragmentation along religious lines involves, for me, a more subtle
question than deciding simply whether neutrality has been violated. Unlike the subsidy, tax
exemptions to nonprofit organizations are an institution in themselves, so much so that they
are expected and accepted as a matter of course. In the instant case noninvolvement is further
assured by the neutrality and breadth of the exemption. In the context of an exemption so
sweeping as the one before us here its administration need not entangle government in
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difficult classifications of what is or is not religious, for any organization -- although not
religious in a customary sense -- would qualify under the pervasive rubric of a group
dedicated to the moral and cultural improvement of men.
Exemptions do not differ from subsidies as an economic matter. Aside from the
longstanding tradition behind exemptions there are other differences, however. Subsidies,
unlike exemptions, must be passed on periodically and thus invite more political controversy
than exemptions. Moreover, subsidies or direct aid, as a general rule, are granted on the basis
of enumerated and more complicated qualifications and frequently involve the state in
administration to a higher degree, though to be sure, this is not necessarily the case.
Whether direct aid or subsidies entail that degree of involvement that is prohibited by the
Constitution is a question that must be reserved for a later case upon a record that fully
develops all the pertinent considerations such as the role of the government in administering
the subsidy in relation to the particular program aided. It may also be that the States, while
bound to observe strict neutrality, should be freer to experiment with involvement -- on a
neutral basis -- than the Federal Government.
I recognize that for those who seek inflexible solutions this tripartite analysis provides
little comfort. It is always possible to shrink from a first step lest the momentum will plunge
the law into pitfalls that lie in the trail ahead. I, for one, however, do not believe that a
"slippery slope" is necessarily without a constitutional toehold. Like THE CHIEF JUSTICE I
am of the view that it is the task of this tribunal to "draw distinctions, including fine ones, in
the process of interpreting the Constitution." The prospect of difficult questions of judgment
in constitutional law should not be the basis for prohibiting legislative action that is
constitutionally permissible. I think this one is and join the Court in upholding this statute.
MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, dissenting.
There is a line between what a State may do in encouraging "religious" activities, and
what a State may not do by using its resources to promote "religious" activities, or bestowing
benefits because of them. Yet that line may not always be clear. Closing public schools on
Sunday is in the former category; subsidizing churches, in my view, is in the latter. Indeed I
would suppose that in common understanding one of the best ways to "establish" one or more
religions is to subsidize them, which a tax exemption does. The State may not do that any
more than it may prefer "those who believe in no religion over those who do believe."
State aid to places of worship, whether in the form of direct grants or tax exemption, takes
us back to the Assessment Bill and the Remonstrance. The church qua church would not be
entitled to that support from believers and from nonbelievers alike. To be sure, the New York
statute does not single out the church for grant or favor. It includes churches in a long list of
nonprofit organizations. While the beneficiaries cover a wide range, "atheistic," "agnostic," or
"antitheological" groups do not seem to be included.
Churches perform some functions that a State would constitutionally be empowered to
perform. I refer to nonsectarian social welfare operations such as the care of orphaned
children and the destitute and people who are sick. A tax exemption to agencies performing
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those functions would therefore be as constitutionally proper as the grant of direct subsidies to
them. Under the First Amendment a State may not, however, provide worship if private
groups fail to do so.
That is a major difference between churches on the one hand and the rest of the nonprofit
organizations on the other. Government could provide or finance operas, hospitals, historical
societies, and all the rest because they represent social welfare programs within the reach of
the police power. In contrast, government may not provide or finance worship because of the
Establishment Clause any more than it may single out "atheistic" or "agnostic" centers or
groups and create or finance them.
Direct financial aid to churches or tax exemptions to the church qua church is not, in my
view, even arguably permitted. That seems to me to be the requirement of the Establishment
Clause. If believers are entitled to public financial support, so are nonbelievers. A believer
and nonbeliever under the present law are treated differently because of their faith. Yet one of
the mandates of the First Amendment is to promote a viable, pluralistic society and to keep
government neutral, not only between sects, but also between believers and nonbelievers. The
present involvement of government in religion may seem de minimis. But it is, I fear, a long
step down the Establishment path. Perhaps I have been misinformed. But as I have read the
Constitution and its philosophy, I gathered that independence was the price of liberty.
I conclude that this tax exemption is unconstitutional.
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